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Ground May Be Broken Soon On
New TVA Nuclear Power Plant
HARTSVILLE, Tenn. (NP)— Ground
may be broken later thii week on the
world's largest nuclear power plant
under a limited permit approved by the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,
Tennessee Valley Authority officials
say.
The pertnit was approved Monday in
Washington and TVA officials said they
are only awaiting formal notification -
from the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission INRC ) to launch the project.
"As soon as we're given official
notification, our construction people
will move right in," said TVA
spokesman Lee Sheapeard. It could be
by the end of the wea."
The limited permit to begin
preliminary work on the $2.5 billion
plant was approved over the objections
of several environmental and anti-
nuclear groups.
The licensing board, an agency of the
NRC, held hearings here and in Nash-
vile November and December on
environental factors and the suitability
of the 1,940-acre site, about 40 miles
north of Nashville near the Kentucky-
Tennessee border.
Under the limited permit- TVA will
ACc„EPTED TO MED SCHOOLS—Eleven Murray State University seniors
with pre-medicine majors have been accepted into the state's two medical
schools next fall. Shown with Dr. Charles Smith (left), the medical adviser on
the campus, the students and the medical school they will attend are ( front row ,
left to right): Mary McCormick of Louisville and Mary Beth Kohler of Paducah,
--1.1nlieiv4fy-of Louisville ik.f-erLf; Anita Yeager of Greenville, tifilettaffy of
Kentucky (UK); (second row) Carl Marquess of Paducah and Ingrid Ossw ald
of La Grange, U of L; Scott Gaines of Earlington, UK; Keith Menees of Fulton,
U of L; Lee Reed of Benton, UK: Steve Trevathan of Murray, U of L; iback




On Autos Each Year
More than the usual number of
Calloway County families will be taking
vacation trips by car this summer,
visiting sections of the country where
Bicentennial events will be the at-
traction.
Expectations at these historic areas
are for a huge influx of people from all
over the country. Elaborate plans are
being made to receive them.
One thing local travelers will
discover this year, according to
preliminary surveys, is that they will
need fatter pocketbooks than before.
Based on reports from the American
Automobile Association, a Calloway
County couple, traveling modestly, will
he spending approximately $69 a day,
or about $12 more than was required
two yearsago.
That amount will take care of their
necessities but not such extras as
amusements, souvenirs and other
purchases.
Thus, a two-week trip will cost a local
couple a minimum of $966. It assumes
that they will get 13 miles to the gallon
and will cover an average of 300 miles a
day
The $69 daily budget includes $25 for
lodgings, $24 for meals, $15 for gas and
oil and $5 for miscellaneous needs.
In „,connection with its report on
vacation costs, the AAA has also issued
new figures on the annual expenses
involved in owning and operating a car,
which often takes more out of a family
budget than anything except housing
and food.
Its findings are that the average
owner, with a medium-price, standard-
size car has an annual bill of $1,831, or
18.3 cents a mile when driven 10,000
miles. That is an increase of about 3
cents a mile since 1973.
This takes into account the fixed
costs—for depreciation, insurance,
'ken* fees and such—of $1,186. The
largest single item is depreciation.
listed at $773.
The running costs, covering gas, oil,
tires and maintenance, come to $645 for
10,000 mile operation, or 6.45 cents a
mile.
On this average basis, it is estimated,
Calloway County residents are spen-
ding some $26,476,000 a year to own and
operate the 14,460 cars in use locally.
be allowed to build access roads,
warehouses and construction buildings,
set up utility services and carry out
some grading and excavation work.
The total cost of the preliminary work
is estimated at $30 million.
"We can do everything that could be
undone if we shouldn't get the regular
permit," Sheppeard said. •'The
preliminary stage is a sizable
operation— setting up the project."
The 1.5 million kilowatt power plant
is scheduled for completion in 1985.
TVA hopes to begin work on the plant
itself next fall if a construction permit
is approved by the licensing board after
it holds hearings on the health and
safety factors involved in the facility'.
For the past two months, the
authority has been stockpiling
bulldozers, graders and other heavy
construction equipment at its steam
power-generating plant at nearby
Gallatin for quick movement to here.
Sheppeard said the procedure is
normal whenever the agency begins a
large-scale project. He added that the
preliminary phase would involve hiring
hundreds of employes.
One of the opponent groups, Ten-
nessee Friends of the Earth, said
Monday night it was not surprised by'
the licensing boar-'s action."The
upcoming health and safety hearings
will be no different," said chairman pill
Shobe. "The hearings will beheld; then
the board will announce that eYerthing





"What You Have Always Wanted to
Know About Buying a Home and Were
Afraid to Ask" will be the topic of a free
presentation on real estate tonight at
Murray State University.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the auditora
of Mason Hall ( Nursing Building), the
program is a joint effort of Murray
State, the .Mtirray-Calloway County-
Board or Realtors, and the Kentucky
Real Estate Commission.
Included will be a four-member panel
discussion designed to answer
questions pertaining to buying a home,
which is the largest investment most
people make ma lifetime.
Specific topics such as how to finance
real estate, legal aspects of a real
estate transaction, what to look for
when considering a home purchase,
and general information about today's
real estate market will be discussed.
Panel members will be: Joe Mar-
shall, Paducah Realtor; Gary
Haverstock, Murray attorney and
adjunct faculty member at Murray
State; Ray Brownfield, vice-president
of Peoples Bank of Murray; and Nat
Sanders, executive director of the
Kentucky Real Estate Commission.
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy with showers and
thundershowers likely today and
tonight. High today in the upper 705.
Low tonight in the upper 50s. Becoming
partly, cloudy with showers and
thundershowers ending Wednesday,
high in the low 70s. Thursday partly
cloudy.
A HELPING HAND?? — Jim Harris a Murray artist. gets a helping paw from his dog Kricti, puts the the finishire.
touches to a limited edition print of Paducah's landmark hotel the Irving ( obb The print is to hr released in April
Moto by Wikon Woofirs
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UPCOMING RODEO —Two officers of the Rodeo Club at Murray State University are shown with Dr. Constantine
W. Curds, university president, following their presentation of tickets to him for the Murray State University Rodeo
Friday and Saturday evenings and Sunday afternoon. Representing the sponsoring Rodeo Club are Mark McMahan
(left) of Fredonia, sophomore vice-president, and Mike Swift of Doylestown, Pa., sophomore president. As many as
200 collegians from 22 schools are expected to compete in the nine-event rodeo in the new West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center on the university farm. It will be the first intercollegiate rodeo ever held on the
Murray State campus.
• Fuel Conservation Raised To
Equal Status In Energy Search
WASHINGTON I AP ) In a policy
ehe-FerdAgeattititaat,jeti is .
raising fuel— cOnSeMlion to eor.ai
status with developing new se•,•_:ces of
energy in the effort to reduce U.S.
depenelelice on foreign suppliers. •
The Energy Research and
Development Administration included
the increased emphasis on con-
servation in an updated plan for energy
research submitted to Congress on
Monday.
The updated report estimated that
conservation could save the nation at
least one-third of today's oil con-
sumption by 1985.
ERDA Administrator .FIethert, C.
Seamans Jr. said the update "reflects
widespread public reaction to the initial
plan," which last June downgraded
conservation in favor of developing new
energy sources.
The administration said then that
significant fuel savns would require
mandatory conservation measures that
C,ongres4raitld not p.m.
However,
government reported a steady drop in
energy consumption since 1973 due, at
least in part, to conservation.
Seamans said, in outlining the new
plan, that his agency has not worked
out details of an aggressive con-
servation program. But he said it will
include development of better ways to
insulate homes and buildings, and
• elimination of pilot ',lights for gas stoves
and heaters.
The report said conservation is miiCh
less expensive than production and can
be effected more rapidly.
"It typically costs less to save a
barrel of oil than, to produce one
through the development of new
technology," the report said. "Energy
conservation generally has a more
beneficial effect on the environment
than does energy produced and used."
Eleven Injured In
Tornado In Texas
By The Associated Press
Eleven persons were injured when a
tornado struck Brownwood, Tex , in a
post-Easter patchwork of weather that
brought sweltering temperatures to the
East and twisters and thunderstorms to
other sections.
One twister wrecked three houses
near a pecan orchard in Brownwood
Monday night and injured 11 persons
requiring hospitalization for nine of
them. The tornado also did $1 million
damage to the central Texas city's
municipal airport, officials said.
Meanwhile, it appeared that the East
Coast was getting some relief from a
hot spell that had sent temperatures
into the 90s on Sunday and Monday.
However, the National Weather Service
said temperatures would remain un-
seasonably warm in the region. -
Nefie York City cooled from a high of
92 degrees Monday to a midmorning
reading of 80 degrees today. •
- While New England and Mid-Atlantic
istates were hot, sunny Miami had a
}high of only 75 Monday.
The National Severe Storms Center in
Kansas City said there was a possibility
of severe thunderstorms with large hail
and damaging winds today in westerrn
and northern Louisiana and a small
portion of extreme southeast Texas.
The weather service reported more
than 30 tornadoes in Texas, Arkansas
and Louisiana Monday night and into
today.
At Minot, N.D.. the Souris River,
swollen to 6.5 feet above flood level,
rose slightly with three-quarters of an
inch of rain on Monday.
- Some 12,000 residents of Minot were
evacuated last week as a precaution
when heavy rains threatened breakage
along 35 miles of dikes.
Rain and showers continued today
across the south-central sections of the




John Pritchett of Farmer Avenue in
Murray was convicted in Calloway
County court Monday on charges of
possession of marijuana, according to
local officials.
Pritchett was fined $250 and costs and
was given a 90-day jail sentence with
hard labor, the officials said. Seventy
days of the jail sentence was suspenced
and Pritchett is now serving his see-
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Seamans said, "I believe it im-
posaibieto exaggerate the need to make:
.----inorFitfttleR lite- 
barrel saved means one not imported."
ERDA's new plan estimated that
improving the efficiency of energy use
could bring savings of 5,3 million to 7.3
million barrels of oil per day by 1985, an
equivalent of' one-third to onehalf the
nation's present total oil consumption.
Seamans said his agency will try to
improve energy efficiency in factories,
buildings and transportation, and in the
generation of electricity, where much




A progress report on the Pam
Rutledge Scholarship Fund Drive was
given Monday at the meeting of Ruling
Star Lodge by representatives of the
Murray State University Social Work
Club, from the community, and from
the Social Concerns Committee who are
all cooperating in the drive.
The representatives reported on the
financial status and discussed
eligibility requirements. The group
voted to change the name to the Pam
and Havana Rutledge Scholarship.
Miss Rutledge graduated from
Murray State in May 1973 with a major
in social work. trtie week before she was
.to began her position with the Kentucky
Bureau for Social Service, she was
killed in an airplane crash in St. Louis.
Mo., along with her mother, Mrs. Pete
( Havana ) Rutledge, who was a teacher
of young children-in Murray.
Persons supporting the scholarship
hope to read the goal of $2500 by end of
this week, but the amount of $385 is still
needed, according to the report given
Monday.
Any person or organization desiring
to send a donation for the Pam and
.Havana Rutledge Scholarship may
`mail it to the Murray State Social Work
Club, c-o Dr. Wallace Haggett. advisor,
Murray, Ky.
Pt ANNINC FOR SHOWERS—Members of the Murray Downtown Mer-
i hants dis4 uss plans for the group's "April Shower of Values" to be held
this Thursday, Friday. and Saturday left to right are Majorie Crass, treasurer,
George Hodge, president Judy Mastera, secretary Hillman Lyon, board
member and Rob Ray, via' president Absent was hoard member lack
Benton. The merchants have arranged for free parking in the downtown
area throughout the sale Sian Photo by Frank Gonzale,
VIC. I.









By Abigail Van Buren
c 1976 by Chocaro r.tota noS Navel Sy rd tAc
DEAR ABBY: I hope you won't think this is a stupid
iuestion but r don't know who-else to ask.
Is there some place that buys used dentures?
I have six sets that are good as new. They belonged tk.
members of my family who are now deceased. Three pair
belonged to my grandmother, and she never wore any of
them for more than three months.
It seems a shame to just throw them out if they could be
of use to someone. I would even be glad to GIVE them away
if you could tell me where to send them.
1 called my own dentist and asked if he wanted to buy
them, and he said, "My God, lady, I don't BUY dentures, I
SELL them!"
Please answer this as I am serious.
TEETH ON MY HANDS
DEAR TEETH: There's undoubtedly a law (with teeth in
it) prohibiting the sale of used dentures. And 1 wouldn't
know to whom you could give them.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the 31-year-old irate
bachelor who always gets the "how-come-you're-not-
Married" routine when applying for employment prompts
this letter:
I'm 45 and divorced many years with no intention of
remarrying. Ten years ago I applied for a position with the TAURUS Strength of purpose, irtgen-
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 134UP uity and a thorough knowledge
--Chaxaber of Ccimmerce oi one of Ohio's largest cities
The interview went very well until- the marrm-charge aka--sak_ ru.:...nenas avow* ,sui,,„„af_your_gratald will be needed"I notice on your resume that you're not married." Then he courages artistic pursuits, now. Put first thingsl/Titat;said with a wink, "Not a 'homo' by any chance, are you?" romance, family interests. Just and don't engage in new un-I just looked at him' incredulously while he went on to one admonition, curb emotion- dertakings without carefulsermonize on the virtues of marriage and explain that the
Chamber wanted "a family man- whose wife could socialize
with the wives of other chamber members and how a single
man was usually "unstable" and just wouldn't fit in. He
made it clear that a single man was "suspect" and didn't
quite have the wholesome, highly moral image they
required.
A week later, the same man called and asked me to meet
him downtown for dinner that evening to "talk things
over." Thinking that he had reconsidered hiring me, I
gladly accepted.
When I got to the restaurant he had already had-a few
drinks, but he wasn't drunk. He was very friendly. and told
me what a handsome, sophisticated, cool young man I was,
as hi, tripped my hand and slapped my thigh.
fie went on to say that his wife and kids were at the lake
for it sseek and he enjoyed being a bachelor for a while
because he was trapped in a rotten marriage, etc.
"What about the job?" I asked.
"1411. Too bad. They still prefer a stable, family-type man.
But how about coming to the house and spending she
, weekend with me, because I'm not all that straight,' and I
really7dig• the gay life?"
I aiinply got up, shook his hand and walked out as he
burst into tears and yelled, "Go to hell, you !"
ALL RIGHT IN OHIO
Mrs. Lawrence To
Be Honored Sunday
Mrs. Genella Lawrence of
Hardin will be honored with a
party in celebration of her 80th
birthday on Sunday, April 25,
Mrs. Lawrence
from two to four p.m. at her
home.
All friends and relatives are
Invited to attend ,The family
requests that gifts be omitted.
This party will be hosted by
her children who are Tom S.
Padgett of Almo Route One,
John C. Padgett of Frankfort,
Mrs. Margaret Perry of near
Hardin, and Mrs. Mildred
Browning of txankfort.
Mrs. Lawrence is the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Dunn. She served




Mike, and Bob Padgett,
Roger, Richard, and Diane
Perry, John B., Martha





Mrs. Lawrence has three
stepchildren who are James
Howard and Halton Lawrence
of Michigan and Mrs. Geneva
Hurt of Murray. She has nine
step grandchildren including
Larry Hurt and Mrs. Patsy
McReynolds of Murray,
twenty-four step great





CONFIDENTIAL TO "WHY, WHY, WHY?": Seldom
i. oni single crisis wholly responsible for an emotional
colltinae. It's the trigger of a gun that is already loaded..
Doritt feel guilty.
gar Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
Bes'renly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
-,eft4Iddressed. stamped 126e1 envelope
'Cuckoo" Not Included In Dollar No.,
Best
-
 Picture of The Year!
itiockon"-NOt intiOneci in Doan( Ni:E.
tap
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, ism
Look in the section in which Day also requires under.
your birthday comes and find standing a others' needs.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
to the stars. Nov. 23 to Dec. 21/
Stellar influences indicate
some pressure in job matters,
but remain steadfast and
hopeful. You CAN ADVANCE.
Personal affairs promise to be
unusually interesting.
CAPRICORN
ARIES orT -;Mar. 21 to Apr 201 19
Stellar aspects now give slow-
moving projects new momen-
tum, indicate better results
than even you may have an-
ticipated. Get going!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Curb a present tendency
toward inertia, lackadaisical
action. Current matters need
further study: Some trends
changing.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
Now you have the opportunity
to spread your wings a bit, to
investigate new projects, areas
of activity. But do not drop well-
planned ventures merely for the
sake of change.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23, atg
Excellent solar influences!
Capitalize on your dynamic
personality - and you can ride
ahead with distinction.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Personal matters may need
some special attention, perhaps
a change of plan. A state of
readiness advised, to cope with
the unexpected.
LIBRA 
.1L(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 -
Some unusual situations
indicated, extraordinary per-
sons with whom to deal. Use the
Libran's poise and fine sense of
balance to cope.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22i
n•4*
rkelP
Enthuse' This may be THE
factor needed to keep day out of
a rut, free from aggravations.
ler00
r
Dec 22 to Jan 20) 1<f
study.
AQUARIL'S
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid delays in matters
'which, while not pressing,
should nevertheless be handled




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
Through sheer personality'
and persuasiveness, you can be
an effective influence in places
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Aspects fine!
YOU BORN TODAY are a
sensitive, imaginative in-
dividual; endowed with a great
love of beauty and marked
manual dexterity. Benevolent
toward your fellowmen, you
often become physicians,
nurses and workers in
humakiitarian causes. You also
have asleep love for family and
home; are a traditionalist at
heart and extremely proud of
your heritage. The arts appeal
to you and, properly trained,
you could make a great success
as a writer, designer, interior
decorator or painter Other
fields suited to your talents:
teaching, horticulture, dancing,
lecturing Traits to curb: ob-
stinacy and a tendency lo be
dogmatic. Birthdate of: Queen
Elizabeth II, of England; H.A.
Taine, French critic, historian.
Newspaper Publisher Speaks
At Methodist Women's Meet
The FirstaUnited Methodist
Church Women held their
general meeting on Tuesday,
April 6, at ten a.m. in the Hale
Chapel of the Church.
Walter Apperson, publisher
of the Murray ledger &
Times, was the guest speaker
and made a very inspiring talk
on "The Easter Season." He
was introduced by Mrs. Buron
Jeffrey.
Dr James Fisher, pastor of
Retired Employees
To Meet On Friday
The regular meeting of the
National AssVation of
Retired Federal Employees
will be held Friday, April 23,
at 9:30 a.m. in the Chamber of
Commerce Executive Room
at the Woodmen of the World
building. This will be a
membership meeting and all
members are urged to attend.
Lindell Bagley will be the
guest speaker. He and his
wife, Ethel, lived for eighteen
years in Alaska teaching the
Eskimo children, chiefly in
remote villages. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Bagley also taught
school in Missouri. Mr. Bagley
retired after a brief return
from a tour of teaching in the
Sikeston System. They are
. Raw_ residing._ in Calloway_
Cnunty
the church, gave the opening
prayer.
Mrs. Milton Jones,
president, presided with Miss
Roberta Whitnah reading the
minutes and Mrs. Carl
Harrison and Mrs. Cortez
Byers iiving the treasurer's
reports.
The Faith Doran Circle had
the largest number of
members present at the
general meeting.
Coffee was served at 9:30
a.m. in the social hall of the
church.
At the executive board
meeting at nine a.m. plans







Style Show by the Calloway
County High School Chapter
of Future Homemakers of
America Will be at school gym
at 7:30 p.m. No admission
charge.
VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Byars
and family and Mrs. Jessie
Byars of Cleveland, Ohio, are
visiting relatives and friends
in Murray and Calloway
County. Before returning
home they will visit Mr and
Mrs Raymond Sloan and
Family of Knoxville, Tenn
Mrs. Jessie Byars, along with
Mr. and Mrs Bert Garland
and Mrs Christine Garland of
Calloway County, visited Mr.
and Mrs Ra,Fnond Garland of. _TrnionTriy, enn. on Friday
Bea Walker and Janelle
Doyle Groups of First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. G. T. Moody at 7:30
a.m.
First Baptist Church Young
Women will meet with Mrs.
Mike Robertson at 7:30 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. W. A. Cun-
ningham at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arta
and Crafts Group will meet at
9130 a.m. at the Dexter
Community Center.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:90
in.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a m. for Senior Citizens with
first aid lessons at 10.30 a in.,
sack lunch at 11:4S aari , band
practice and square dance
lessons at 12:30 p.m.
concert by MSU Chorus and
Choir, directed by Prof.
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
MSU.
_Wednesday, Awl 21
St. John's Episcopal Church
a•canen will meet with Cindy
Hale at7:30p.m.
Headstart registration will
be at the North Second Center
from ten a.m. to noon. Call
753-7286 for information.
Refresher and Beginners
Golf Clinic will be in the ladies
room of the Murray Country
Club at 9:30 a.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens




Club will meet with Mrs. Max
Hurt at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
i;leason Hall at seven p.m.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet with
Mrs. Ray Munday at 1:30 p.m
Capt. Settimo will speak on
General Patton.
Wednesday. April 21
Special auction on Channel
11 TV from seven p.m. to
midnight with Gary
Roedemeier as auctioneer
with items from local mer-
chants donated. Proceeds to
MSU TV.
Wednesday, April 21
All-Campus Sing will be on
west steps of Murray State
University Library at 4730
p.m.
Senior recital of Randal D.
Wilson, Elizabethtown, tenor,
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Farrell




Woman's Club. will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p.m
Baptist Young Women of the
Blood River Association will
meet at Spring Creek Baptist
Church at seven p.m.
Cub Scout Pack 76 of North
elementary School will have
its Pinewood Derby at the sc-
hool at 6:30 p.m Public
Invited.
Re'Generation singing
group will present a concert at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
7:30 p.m., sponsored by
Baptist Student Union
ROT(' Awards Day




Wranglers Riding Club will
meet on the club grounds' at
7:30p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
slides of Europe to be shown
by Rev. Martin Mattingly and
Mettle Mattingly at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at noon, and table
games at one p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
have its Executive Night




concert will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSU.
Friday, April 23
State convention of Alpha
Delta Kappa will be in Room
206, Stewart Stadium, MSU,
all day Friday, until noon
Saturday.
First biannual MSU Rodeo










will open at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU, and
continue through April 30.
Joint junior recital of John
Goode, Cadiz, trumpet, and
Doug Kent, Park Forest, Ill..
trumpet, will he at 4 :30 p.m. at
• +•arrall. Recital 
Janet E. Gascolgne,
Jackson, Tenn., clarinet, will
be presented in a recital at
seven p.m. and James C.
Patton, Muldraugh, senior
trumpet recital, at 8:15 p.m.
atFarrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Entertainment e x -
travaganza wI,Ue sponsored
by Murray High School Band
Boosters Club at 7:45 p.m at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU
Movie marathon will begin
at ten n.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria, MSU, with charge
being one cbllar per person.
.. Plant sale for tomatoes and
flowers will be at Senior
Citizens Center at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, from nine
a.m. to one p.m.
Mrs. Jones 8 Mrs. Taylor Give
Program, Hazel Church Women
The general meeting of the
Hazel United Methodist
Church Women was held in the
sanctuary of the Church on
Tuesday, April 6, at seven
p.m. with Mrs. J. R. Herning
presiding.
Mrs. ,Koska Jones gave the
devotion using as her subject,  
-The Gardens of the Bible."
Mrs. Clate Wilson, secretary,
and Mrs. Claude White,
treasurer, gave monthly
reports during the business'
session.
Mrs. J. W. Jones, assisted
by Mrs. J. R. Taylor, gave a
very impressive Easter
program. A cross made from
a Christmas tree and lighted
by candles served as a symbol
for the scriptures which were
given for the purpose of
celebrating Easter in the
whole context of Chirst's
life-birth, death, and
resurrection.
Mrs. Taylor, hostess, served
French cream cake and coffee
during the fellowship hour.
Those present, not
previously mentioned, were as
Zeta Department
Meets Thursday
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Wriman's Club will
meet Thursday, April N, at
7:30 p.m. at the clud house.
Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson,
will give two book reviews
"Varden Deal", and "The
Other Room."
Hostesses for the evening
will be Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr.
Mrs. Bernard Bell, Mrs. W. C.
Elkins, Mrs. Marshall Jones,
Mrs. Elsie Kivett.
Each member is urged to be
present to enjoy the reviews
given by this talented person,
a spokesman said.
followsk, Mesdames Elbert
Allbtten, H. 0. Brandon,
Ralph Edwards, Olga
Freeman, Madeline Jones,
John McCullough, H. A.
Newport, DeRay Provine,
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Shade Problems?
Elfin' Impatiens will do the trick (that's why we call
them the "Shade Solvers"). Elfins really bloom in the
shade at the same time they stay low and compact. Just
plant andadd water. You've filled your shady spot with
color all stImmer.
Stop in now for the Elfins and all your gardening
cods. It's spring!
Shirley's Garden Center
500 N 4th Street
Mon-Sat 1-6
Sun S 753-8944







































All the above candwiches have lettuce, tomato, onion, hot
peppers and your choice of dressing. Mayonaise, Mustard,
Thousand Island, French, Italian or Horse Radish.
HOT SANDWICHES 
ITALIAN SAUnAGE (Peppers & onions) 1.10
HOT BEEF STEAK (Peppers & imams) 1.10
REUBEN 1.10
MEAT BALL .89
Open 11 a. m. unfit 1 a. m. M-Th
11 a. m. until 2 a. m. I'S









































































































Murray Co-operative Preschool enjoyed a variety of farm animals and old fashioned
homemade ice cream on their outing to the Stahler Dairy Farm recently. Shown left
above are Meredith Howe, Kristy Metz, Jimmy Stabler, and Jason Towne, and shown
right are Shawn Wilson, Sandy Hoke, and Greg Moffitt.
Mrs. Lois Sanderson Presents
Program At Home,
The Betty Sledd Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church, met on Tuesday
evening, April 13, at the home
of Mrs. Nadine Beane,
Sycamore Street.
Calling the meeting to order
was Chairman, Lois ,San-
derson. The minutes and
treasurer's report were read
by Wilma Billington.
During the business session
several Mission Action
Projects were discussed. The
group voted to contribute
$15.00 toward the purchase of
new additional puppets for the




Thessalonians and prayer was
led by Mona Shaeffer,
especially remembering the
missionaries.
The program was presented
by Lois Sanderson, who
related current information on
activities at Oneida Baptist
Mrs. Beane
Institute, where she visited
recently. The members en-
joyed a question and answer
period concerning this Baptist
high school in the mountains
of eastern Kentucky, near
LaGrange.
A former Murrayan, John
Sanderson and his wife,
Hannah, teach history and
remedial reading in the
school.
Mrs. Sanderson also spoke
of women in Baptist missions,
past and present. Some of the
more prominent women
discussed were: Ann Graves,
Ann Hasseltine, Myrtis
Owens, and Rebekah Naylor.
She challenged the group to
find their place in missions by
sharing the good news of Jesus
with those around tfiern.
A dessert course was served
by Mrs. Beane to Mesdames
Mona Shaeffer, Frances
Vance, Margaret Jones,
Wilma Billington, Lois San-
derson, and Donna Alexander,
visitor.
Murray Student, Ma* White,
Does Social Work Campbellsville
Social work students at
Campbellsville College are
combiaing the skills they
learn, in class with their own
good sense about people in
practical "field work" ex-
periences_ WO area social
agencies.
One sith student who feels
she has been able to "do some
good" while earning her
degree is Marilyn White,
freshman social work major
from Murray, daughter .of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph H. White.
Her work has ' involved
tutoring a seven year old girl,
who had a reading problem
which Marilyn has helped her
to overcome.
Miss White enjoys this type
MISS YOUR PAPER?
-Subscribers who hove not
recelyed their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Tinses by 5,30 p. rn Monday
Fr1day or by 330 p m. on
Saturdays ore urged to cell
753-1916 between 5 10 p. or.
and 6 p rn Monday Friday,
or 3.30 p In and 4 p. m.
urdays to
et the newspepe Cads meet
be placed by rn *reek
Sat t).ire delivery
days or 4 p it Saturdeys to
guarantee delerery
of work and believes this
experience has helped her to
be better able to work with
and relate to other people.
Social Science professor,
Carlos Anderson said, "We
want our students to have
some successful experiences
of helping people while they're
still in school. It gives them a
taste of what the field of social
work should be all about.
Campbellsville College is a
senior liberal arts college in
Campbellsville, affiliated with
the Kentucky Baptist Con-
vention.
Aluminum core
Most aluminum in • the
home has been painted,
porcelainized or anodized to
give it a decorator-colored
surface According to the
Aluminum Assn , different
finishes require differenr
cleaners and methods. Exam-
ples solvents for removing
grease from anodized sur-
faces may dissolve paint,
coarse abrasives will likely
scratch painted or anodized
surfaces.
Hold a sewing needle in front
of a bar of soap and the eye will




Chose from fashionable reds whites blues, naturals all
colors available in necklaces, earrings bracelets and priced
from $2.
(left to riqirt) Mickelsen Aterievir, Ater, Leo Lyles end Fashion
 Jawlike, C.




With the opening ritual
being disperved, the March
business meeting of Tau Phi
Lambda was called to order at
the Woodmen Building.
Glenda Smith was hostess
with Paula Cook serving as
cohostess. Twelvt members
answered the roll c
A report on the Ranger and
Rangerette Bingo Party was
given by Loretta Jobs. Forty-
seven boys and girls were
present with bingo and other
games being played. Prizes
were awarded and refresh-
ments served
Donna Garland reported on
the Cerebal Palsy Telethon.
Sorority members who
assisted with the phone center
were Cynthia Hart, Carol
McDougal, Glenda Smith,
Ernestine Garland, Ann
Spann, Diana Lyons, Donna
Garland, Loretta Jobs,
Martha Andrus, and Jean
Richerson.
Final plans for the Kentucky
Little Miss Pageant were
given by Ann Spann and Carol
McDougal.
After the business meeting,
members worked on the
decorations for the Little Mis4
Pageant.
Members present were
Paula Cook, Donna Garland,
Joyce 'Hurt, Loretta Jobs,
Jeanie Lamb, Diana Lyons,
Carol McDougal, Jean
Richerson, Peggy Shoemaker,
'ittlzda Smith, Ann Spann andah ViVIIirdsaase,,
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Neale of
Dearborn, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn Dunn of Atlanta.
Ga., were the guests .over the
Easter weekend of their
brother, Harold Lloyd Dunn,
and their sisters, Mrs. HartY
Culpepper and Mrs. J. D.
Lassiter and their husbands.
The Dunnys also visited her
mother, Mrs. John Workman.
WISCONSIN GUEST
Dr. John Thomas Murdock
of Middleton, Wisconsin, spent
last week with his father,
Philip Murdock and Mrs.







Charles Canter, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Barry James, 222 S.
12th St., Murray, Miss Juicy
Canterbury, Rt. 1, Box 199
Crofton, George Black, Rt. 6,
Box 94, Murray, Mrs. June
Cottrell, 513 S. 6th St., Murray,
Miss Ema Johnson, Apt. H-8
Murray Manor, Murray,
Jerry Darnall, Rt. 1, Hardin,
John Pritchard, Rt. 7, Box 554,
Murray, Mrs. Ernestine
Edwards, 621 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Zelma Ahart, Box 28,
Dover, Tenn., William Redick,
921 N. 18th St., Murray, Mrs.
Betty Derrington, Rt. 3, Box
56, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Luna
Greer, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy Atkins, Box 126,
Hardin, Mrs. Wilma Wadlons
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Christine Geerdes and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 429,
Murray, Mrs. Marcia Morris
and Baby Girl, Rt. 21,
Hickory, Mrs. Karon Young
and Baby Boy, 228 N. 5th St.,
Apt. 5, Murray, Calvin
Chandler, Rt. 5, Alltarrey,
Williami Morgan, Rt. 6,
Murray, Robert Adams, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Opal
Bailey, Rt. 3, Box 116, Murray,
Melvin Smith, Rt. 2, Box 34,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Travis,
Rt. 1, Alrno, W. E. Warren,
(expired), Rt. 5, Murray.
La Leche League To
Show Films Friday
The La Leche League will
have a film night on Friday,
April 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the
First United Methodist
Church, Maple Street.
Movies to be shown are
"Childbirth: For the Joy Of
It" and "Breastfeeding: Best
For You, Best For Baby."
All interested couples and
individuals are welcome as
are nursing babies. The ad-
mission will be one dollar.
La Leche League meets on
the fourth Monday of each
month at a location listed in
the community calendar of the
Murray Ledger & Times each
month. There are four topics
in each series and each series
repeats every four months.
The topics are: The
Advantages of Breastfeeding
for Mother and Baby; The Art
of Breastfeeding and Over-
coming Difficulties; Baby
Arrives; The Family and the
Breastfed Baby; Nutrition
and Weaning.
For information on the film
night and La Leche League
call 753-9863 or 753-5963.
Lydian Class Has Social Meet
At Home, Mrs. J. N. Outland
The Lydian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church held its regular
meeting Tuesday. April 13, at
7:00 p.m., in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. N. Outland, on
Keenland Drive.
Mrs. Hillard Rogers, class
president, presided over the
business meeting, with Mrs.
Laurine Doran, treasurer,
giving her report.
Miss Louise Swann gave a
beautiful devotion, "Keepers
of the Springs."
Mrs. R. L. Ward, Captain of
Group I, was in charge of the
arrangements.
Extra space
Extra storage space is
welcome -anywhere in the
house, but especially so in the
bedroom, where many things
accumulate
An idea for added space is an
adaptation of the bookcase
headboard. The bed stands
against a room divider with
shelves of western wood for
books, radio, clock and other
items.
The other side of the divider
is fitted bra wardrobe and can
he used as a changing area in a
larger bedroom, or adapted
where apace is limited
Pot aloes should he smooth
and clean when bought [Ire
not buy any that chow the
slightest amount of green,




Grogan Roberts, Noble Story,
Wilburn Farris, Ewing
Swann, Huron Redden,
Stanford Andrus, Lee Warren
Fox, Porter Holland, Cross
Spann, Clifford Smith, M. T.
Tarry, Wilson Styles, Claud





Jones, and Dr. Halene Visher.








The more generous you are
with the butter, the better these
sandwiches will taste:




Make 3 sandwiches of the
bread and cheese. Generously
apread top side of each sand-
wich with butter; cut 1 sand-
wich in half. Heat a heavy 9 or
10-inch skillet; add the sand-
wiches, buttered side down;
having rut one sandwich in
half, all will fit in. Over low
heat brown buttered side;
meanwhile generously spread
top sides of sandwiches, right
in skillet, with butter Turn and
brown top sides; cheese should
be hot and soft throughout. Cut
whole sandwiches in half. Serve
at once. Makes 2 large servings





Miss Connie Lyons and
Larry Evans were united in
marriage in a candlelight
ceremony at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Bro.
JOhn Dale, inUlister of the :
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, performed the double-
ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyoris of
Murray. The groom is the son
of Mrs. Jaunita Evans and the
late Richard Orville (Buster)
Evan/Nato
Miss Gay Evans, sister of
the groom, presided at the
guest register. She also
distributed rice bags from a
white wicker basket trimmed
with blue satin ribbons and
baby's breath. Songs for the
wedding were tapes played by
Harry Russell.
The ceremony was read as
the couple stood in front of the
wrought iron fifteen branch
candelabrum flanked by two
baskets of large white mums,
blue baby mums, and baby's
breath resting on white
wrought iron stands. Family
pews were marked by blue
satin bows and baby's breath.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her.
parents. She wore a formal
gown of 'white bridal satin
fashioned by her mother. The
dress was empire with a
sweetheart neckline with a
lace inset and small turn up
collar. The dress panels ended
in a deep ruffle at the bottom.
The sleeves were lace to the
elbow with long satin cuffs
closing with a row of small
satin buttons. The train of the
dress fell softly behind ending
in a deep ruffle.
She wore a bridal hat with
lace around the brim and
illusion over the brim falling
gently down the back. Her
bouquet was a bridal nosegay
of blue baby carnations, white
roses, and baby's breath. The
ribbons on the nosegay ended
in love knots.
Miss Bonnie Lyons,. sister of
the bride, served as the maid
of honor. She wore a blue
gingham dress with an empire
look and sweetheart neckline
fashioned with short puffed
sleeves, a blue wedding hat
accented with a white ribbon
on the brim, and carried a
nosegay of blue baby car-
nations, white daisies, and
baby's breath with blue and
white ribbons cascading down
the front.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
F:vie Paschall and Miss
Beverly Rogers, friends of the
bride and groom. They were
attired identically to the maid
of honor.
Gary Evans, brother of the
gr , served as the best
Groomsmen were
Richard Paschall and Grant
Stiles. Steve Steele and Alan
Jones were the ushers. The
groom, groomsmen,
ushers all wore black tuxedoes
with blue ruffled shirts
trimmed in black.
Larry Evans
The mother of the bride
wore a formal length dress of
aqua knit with black ac-
cessories. She wore a corsage
of white carnations and baby's
breath. The mother of the
groom Zre-ilermarieeigth
dress of coral knit with black
accessories. She also Wore a
corsage of white carnations
with baby's breath.
Mrs. Lona Love, grand-
mother of the bride, wore a
formal length dress of pink
eilt- with Aleck..,accessortes.
Mrs. Ila Pieeler, grtrith110191ec.
of the groom, wore a formal
length gown of blue knit with
black accessories. They both
wore corsages of white car-
nations.
NS Evangelism Fellowshop ro
Sponsor Setnivr, Baptist rempie
The Child Evangelism
Fellowship of western Ken-
tucky will sponsor a Sunday
School Teachers Seminar, as
announced by Mrs. Charles
Sweeney.
The sessions will be held at
the Southland Baptist Temple,
927 Yarbro Lane, Paducah,
April 26-30 Misses Velma
Hegarty and Joan Fifield, a
teacher training team from
the National , Child
Evangelism office, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, will be the
instructors in the seminar.
The program is designed to
help parents, Sunday School
teachers, and those interested
in teaching the Bible to
children. Classes will be held
at 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Visitors
are welcome at any time.
Misses Hegarty and Fifield
.are graduates of the Inter-
national Child Evangelism
Institute, Muskegon,
Michigan. They have been in
the work of Child Evangelism
Fellowship for 22 and eight
years respectively, working
on the state and county level
and have been active in the
teacher training field. Some of
the courses which will be
presented in this seminar are:




The reception was held
immediately following the
ceremony at the church. Mrs.
Shirley Blackburn and Mrs.
Donna Boyd, sisters of the
bride, and Mrs. Betty Travis,
aunt of the bride, served the
three tiered wedding cake,
with punch, nuts, and mints
from a table overlaid with a
blue and white cloth.
The couple left on a wedding
trip to Florida with the bride
wearing a pants suit with
coral pants and matching top.
She wore her mother's cor-
sage
The couple is now residing
on Murray Route Two.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mrs. Buster Evans, mother
of the groom, entertained with
a rehearsal dinner at the
beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Steele.
Covers were laid for 25
people. The bride and groom




Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Morris of Route Two, Hickory,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Shawna Marie, weighing nirrie
pounds 442 ounces, born on
Saturday, April 10, at 4:42
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed by
the Mayfield Fire Depart-
ment, and the mother is
employed at the Greyhound
and Brooks Bus Station,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Morris of Hickory
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle Webb of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Smith and Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Crawford, all of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Gertie
Webb of Muskogee,
Oklahoma. A great great
grandmother is Mrs. Essie
Flood of Mayfield.
1
There's an old superstition
that says you can tell how
many children you have by
counting the number of X's
in your palm.
stand your Pupils," plus many
more vital topics.
Literature supplies will be
available at all times. The
display will include textbooks
on methods of teaching
:children, visual aids for the
home indleheirch, devotional
books for children, and stories
for boys and girls.
Nursery facilities are
available for children und'frl
school age.
According to 
nationsstatistics approximately-- tw -
out of three children in thek
United States do not attend;
Sunday School or church. The
Child- Evangelism Fellowship
works with local Bible
teaching churches to organize
neighborhood Bible classes to
reach those unchurched boys
and girls.
The history - of the Child
Evangelism Fellowship is
essentially the story of one
man's response to a need. J.
Irvin Overholtzer became
aware of this need among
American children and set
about finding ways of
reaching them, for Christ.
Since the beginning in May,
1937, the Fellowship became
active in all 50 states, many
parts of Canada, and in more
than 50 other countries.
Sparks' Home Scene Luncheon
By Chapter M Held Saturday
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks, and
assistant hostess, Mrs. Larne
Clark served the April lun-
cheon for members of Chapter
Al of P.E.O. in the lovely
lakeside home of Mrs. Sparks,
April 17. The invocation was
given by Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.
Following the luncheon the
president, Mrs. Olga
Freeman, conducted the
business meeting. Mrs. Edith
Heise, chaplain, gave the
devotion. Miss Ann Herron
reviewed recent activities at
Cottey Junior College for
Women. The school is sup-
ported by P.E.O., a philan-
thropic, educational
organization.
Plans were finalized for
delegates representing
Chapter M at the state con-
vention in Lexington, May 5
and 6. Mrs. McKenzie, state
president, will preside at this
meeting. Announcement was
also made of the summer
outing for families of mem-
bers at Brandon Springs, June
19 and 20
1 121 BypassMurray. Ky
Members enjoying the
spring meeting in the
Paradise Resort area home
were: Mesdames Olga
Freeman, Edith Heise, Henry
McKenzie, Alfred Lindsey,
Jr., Maurice Christopher, AC.
LaF'ollette, A.H. Titsworth,
L.J. Hortin, Harlan Hodges,
Paul Sturm, Lartie Clark,
Morgan Sisk, Frank Albert
Stubblefield, H.L. Oakley,
Miss Bernice Lutes, and Miss
Herron.
Guests for the luncheon
were Mrs. Richard H. Darnell,
Frazer, Pa. and Mrs. R.M.
Stinnett, Artesia, N.M.
AT CAREER COURSE
Special Agent H. David
Travis of Murray attended a
special career development
course April 5-15 at the home




Clifton Brown of Asheville,
N.C., is visiting relatives and
friends in Murray and
Calloway County.
Your love story,
with its dream -
come-true endi-
ng, could be
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The secretaries of our com-
munity as well as the rest of the
nation are being honored
during this week, National
Secretaries Week, a time set
aside to honor this important
segment of the business corn-_,
munity.
Few businesses could survive
without the vast amount of
detail work done by the
secretary. The legal profession,
for example, relies heavily on
secretaries to produce the
voluminous amount of
documents involved in the
profession.
The businessman, harried by
countless decisions, relies on
the cool efficiency of a
secretary to write letters, give
answers, make inquiries and to
act as a buffer in general.
We take this opportunity to
extend congratulations to the
secretaries of our community
and especially to the Murray
Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association. The
'Murray Chapter of NSA,
although fairly new in its in-
ception, has rapidly taken a
place among the business and
professional groups in the city.
Their aim and goal is to uplift
their vocation, recognize and
become cognizant of their true
role in business, and to take
pride in their ability and ac-
complishments.
We applaud their aims and
offer our best wishes to the
secretaries of our community





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
presidential campaign of Sen. Henry
Jackson, will get moving in Kentucky
this week in the 'wake of Jimmy Car-
ter's triumphant visit to Louisville.
A news conference was planned
Monday in front of the capitol by the
Coal Miners Political Action Com-
mittee COM-PAC).
Charles Head of Madisonville,
COMPAC's state coordinator, was to
appear along with state Auditor George
Atkins, state campaign chairman for
Jackson.
Atkins also said Sunday that an effort
will be made to divert Jackson into
Kentucky for a brief appearance in a
few days — probably in Louisville.
And Atkins expressed no
discouragement at Gov. Julian
Carroll's solid endorsement of Carter
when the former Georgia governor
spent several hours in Louisville
Friday.
"Naturally, the governor carries a
great deal of weight and organizational
impetus," Atkins said, but it's hard to
guage the impact of anything in our
presidential primary."
Atkins is one of the few
administration officials who didn't obey
gubernatorial orders or suggestions to
show up in Louisville for Carter.
But apparently it won't hurt him.
Carroll said Friday that he did not
expect unity until a presidential
nominee is picked. In the meantime, he
added, the Democrats couid engage in
some "good primary fun."
The governor's open backing of
Carter supposedly should produce a
heavy crop of the 46 Kentucky
delegates to the Democratic National
Convention. The delegates will be
distributed according to the outcome of
the primary.
But Atkins said Sunday that Ken-
tucky's presidential contest is the first
and thus contains "so many extraneous
variables."
There is no track record on which to
rely, he said, and nobody really knows
the probable size of the vote or whether
Kentuckians will be interested or bored
by next month.
If they are indifferent, the odds
seemingly would be even heavier in
Funny
Funny World
My friend down the road, •the retired
Wyoming cowboy, has been concerned
until recently with the question of etiquette
that decides where table napkins should go
at meal time, on the lap or under the chin.
He now has decided the question will be
solved in due course as more chins grow
larger and more laps disappear.
A good and smart politician, which is to
say a political type who wishes to stay in
business, never sticks out his neck on a
pablic issue unless and until everybody
else has escaped a cut throat in the same
performance.
Carter's favor because the state ad-
ministration can turn out its followers,
apathy or not.
"The thrust of Carter's campaign
basically is endorsements by well
known people," Atkins said. "The
thrust of Jackson is geared more
toward the voter."
He said the target groups are the
same as at the outset: working people,
senior citizens, conservationists and
veterans.
Observers noticed many former
supporters of former Vice President
Hubert Humphrey, who is not a can-
didate in Kentucky's primary, at the
festivities for Carter Friday, but Atkins
saw no significance in that.
"I think most Humphrey backers will
be for Jackson," he said. ". . .1 am told
the former vice president has urged his
friends and supporters to help Scoop
Jackson" — at least for now.
Atkins said anyone analyzing Ken-
tucky's primary must realize that what
happens in other state primaries during
the coming month could change this
state's outlook drastically.
That already has come to pass.
Alabama Gov. George Wallace earlier
was regarded as the man to stop in
Kentucky. That was before he slipped





10Puuons espremed In nib , °loom are those of the writer and do nutneeemarily reflect the ectlt,,rwi views at The Min-ray Ledger & Tunes
Readers who would lile to ewprs5 their °SWUM on the issues discussed is thin
column are encouraged to rr+pv114.1 with a Letter To The Editor
By H. C. Gordon
U.S. Industrial Council
Few issues in our national life today
are more important than the question of
haw we are going to meet our present
and future energy needs. Despite our
government's optimistic talk of
becoming self-sufficient in energy in
the near future, the hard fact is that our
dependence has actually increased
since "Project Independence" was
launched two years ago.
Obviously, a global power like the
United States cannot allow its national
prosperity—and possibly its very
existence—to be dependent on the
goodwill of lesser powers. Obviously,
we cannot afford another Arab oil
embargo. If energy independence is to
be a realistic goal, every effort must be
made to develop alternative sources of
energy—including nuclear energy.
It has been sixteen years since the
first commercial nuclear power plant
went into operation outside of Chicago,
and today nuclear energy supplies one-
third of that city's electrical power.
Other cities, and other areas of the
country, are similarly reliant on
nuclear plants. Dr. Edward Teller, a
leading authority on nuclear energy
and one of our most eminent scientists,
has estimated that nuclear reactors
could supply more than one-third of our
total electrical power needs within the
next decade, and between one-half and
two-thirds of our needs by 1995. Fur-
thermore, Dr. Teller, like the majority
of experts in this field, is firmly con-
vinced that nuclear energy is safe for
widespread public use.
Unfortunately, there are some in-
dividuals—militant environmentalists,
anti-growth fanatics, and other self-
appointed champions of the public
interest—who have been waging an
irresponsible scare campaign against
the further development of nuclear
energy because of the alleged danger
posed by nuclear reactors. Many of
these critics have no scientific
credentials whatsoever, and those who
do may still be open to question where
their motives are concerned.
The significance of motives is
illustrated by an incident that occurred
earlier this year, when three of General
Electric's top engineers dramatically
resigned their high-salaried jobs to join
in an anti-nuclear campaign. Inasmuch
as these three meri had been intimately
involved in the building of nuclear
reactors, their assertions that reactors





NEW YORK 1API — As personal
income rises and inflation subsides —
although remaining high and
threatening to worsen again within the
year — the battle for the consumer's
dollar resumes.
During the recession this competition
receded almost out of sight. Gloom fed
on gloom. What good would it do to
advertise and promote if the consumer
wasn't in a position to buy? And so it
went, down into the maelstrom.
There is a more vibrant spirit ap-
pearing now, and it is evident on Main
Street and Wall Street, in the classified
ads, in housing promotions, in vacation
plans, in the corporate forecasts for
profits.
Although the typical urban family of
four now needs $15,500 a year to
maintain a moderate standard of
living, $1,200 more than a year ago.
some families at least have a few
dollars to spend on other than
noesitattie,P.
But -undeafying these ,obvious in-
dications of how •Artlricans• are
spending or planning - tissipend their
money is another stratum of character
that never changes. It is restrained,
conservative and still concerned with
basic security.
Three examples of this trait are
provided in these announcements:
The Murray Ledger & Times
Th. Murray ledger a Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Christmas Day, New Year
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Int. 103 N 41h SI Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid of Murray
Ky 47071
SUBSCRIPTION** TES In areas served
by carriers. 52 25 pes month, payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia
arid Farmington, Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn , $15 00
per year ay mod to other destination
$30 OD per year
Member of Associated Press Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
—Not since the end of World War II in
1945 have Americans bought more
Series E Savings bonds during any
three-month period, said the Depart-
ment of Treasury. The quarter referred
to was the first one of 1976.
In that period, total sales of E and H
bonds amounted to $1.98 billion.
Although redemptions also were high,
sales exceeded cash-ins by $214 million.
and brought the total outstanding to
nearly $69 billion.
George Stinson, chairman of National
Steel Corp. and chairman of the U.S.
Industrial Payroll Savings Committee,
attributes much of the support to
bicentennial-related patriotism.
But there seems to be a more basic
reason too, a reason involved with
financial security. It would seem that
people invest for their own financial
reasons rather than the over-all good of
society.
---Fringe benefits, as they are called,
are hardly the fringe of the payroll
anymore. Every worker realizes that
remuneration in services is as good or
even better than being paid in cash.
Dental insurance, says the Con-
- terence Board, has now become the
fastest-growing employe benefit in U.S
industrsCNititeen per cent of "son
companies* Surveyed have suctsplans,
compared with only half that in 1972.
--Although mesa workers are covered
by Social Security, and many also have
pension benefits associated with their
place of employment, more and more
Americans are taking nothing for
granted. '
There are many variations in how
pension benefits are built, they know,
and there are just as many variations in
how the money can be distributed.
One of the more popular pension fad
booklets available was published
recently by the institute of Life
Insurance, 277 Park Aven., New York
were eagerly seized upon by the anti-
nuclear lobby.
In examining their case, however, a
recent article in the Los Angeles Times
suggests that these men may have been
influenced by considerations other than
safety. The article reveals that all three
are members of the Creative Initiative
Foundation—a quasi-religious
organization that teachers that human
beings will have to change the way they
live in order to avoid extinction. It
continues:
"Those critical of Creative Initiative
refer to its members as upper class
•moonies,' alluding to the followers of
the Rev. Sun Yung Moon.
"The Creative Initiative leadership,
they say, is seeking to undermine the
pillars of free enterprise and to force on
society a way of life that is not only
unacceptable but also cruel and
elitist."
The article quotes one such critic,
Prof. Thomas J. Connolly of Stanford
University—himself a specialist in
nuclear reactor research—as follows:
"I suspect that the nuclear issue is
simply a Trojan horse by which
Creative Initiative hopes to introduce a
value system which the American
people would reject if they were trying
to bring it in by the front door."
Leaders of Creative Initiative have
denied that their influence caused the
engineers to resign. However, the
engineers have admitted that the ex-
penses of their travels around the
country to campaign against nuclear
energy are being reimbursed by
Project Survival, a political satellite of
Creative Initiative that has been
heavily financed by the tax-exempt
Foundation.
It cannot be denied that the extensive
use of nuclear energy will pose special
problems. However, none of these
problems need be regarded as in-
surmountable. The idea that we can
afford to ignore the nuclear option
entirely in providing for our energy
needs is far less realistic. Given the
enormous potential of nuclear energy,
and given the even greater problems
posed by some of the alter-
natives—such as extensive strip mining
for coal and the construction of
mammoth hydroelectric dams—we
should reject the further development
of nuclear energy only in the face of
clear, objective evidence that the risks
involved are too great to proceed. We
cannot allow ourselves to be frightened
away either by scare tactics or by in-
complete or prejudiced data.
Bible Thought
Then released he Barahbas unto
them: and when he had scourged
Jesus, he delisered him to be cruci-
fied. Nlatthess 27:26.
Faith in Jesus Christ should never
he traded for a lesser loyalty.
Isn't It The Truth
An echo, it is said, always has the last
word The counterfeit in that bit of
philosophy is that when the last word is







(A Column for Readera Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
LABOR VIOLENCE
SENATE BILL TARGET
SENATOR DEWEY F. BARTLETT
(Okla.) "...According to some
predictions, the year ahead may be one
of special diffieulty in the negotations of
contracts with organized labor. While
there may be nothing Congress can do
to facolitate these negotations, there is
something we can do to help insure
against the violence which often results
from labor disputes.. .There are ample
illustrations of violence, and I am not
talking about the cases of simple
vandalism such as a brick thrown
through a window...
' 'Since January, one person has been
nearly beaten to death; and while this--
was occuring, the plant nurse was
locked in her aid hut from the outside so
that she was unable to assist injured
individuals.. Five nonunion employees
on a gas pipeline project were beaten
with shovels. The result was one man
10 Years Ago
Carole Rolfe and Patsy [..ax of
Murray were named third and fourth
runnersup respectively in the Miss
Kentucky contest held at Mayfield.
Jennifer Burcham was the winner.
Finis Weatherford of Hazel, age 57,
died yesterday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson will ob-
serve/. their 53rd wedding anniversary
on April 21.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Miller on April 15 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Dunn on
April 17.
Explorer Post 45 has returned from
an eight days tour of Florida and Cleo
Sykes, Dale Sykes, and Larry Holland
as leaders. Boys making the trip were
Mike Dill, Mike Ryan, Jimmy Arm-
bruster, Steve Nanny, Steve Smith,
Lloyd Weatherly, Bob Stubblefield,
Max Lowry, Phillip Bonner, Ricki
Horsnby, Ricky Miller, Jerry Knight,
Gary Knott, Gary Wilson, and John
Wilcox and Denny Nall.
20 Years Ago
Mrs. B. M. Coleman of Murray was
elected as Presidential Elector from
the First District of the Republican
Convention which was held at Prin-
ceton. Others attending from Calloway
County were Mrs. Thelma Kline, Dr.
and Mrs. W. E. Blackburn, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Thurmond, Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Cox, Greg Miller, Carlin Riley,
and George Marine.
Mrs. Catus Butterworth, age 85, died
April 18 at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Calista B. Clanton.
Births reported include a girl,
Deborah Jene, to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
I sandolt on April 4.
Mrs. Garnett Jones spoke on
"History of the Flag of the United
States- at the meeting of the DAR
Chapter held at the home of Mrs. Wells
Purdom.
The Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
rummage sale on April 21 with Mrs. H.
L. Oakley as chairman.
Sausage is advertised at two pounds
for 45 cents at Morgan and Allbritten
Grocery this week.
requiring brain surgery and under
intensive care...
"Who pays for an individuals car that
is riddled with bullets while parked in
front of the home during off-work
hours? And what of the family when
their home is attacked with bombs or
bullets shot through the window?...
"The State of Michigan has been a
repeated site of excessive destruction
and violence:
"First. $50,000 damage to a
professional building at Lansing.
"Second. Destruction of equipment,
vehicles, and walls at a refinery near
Kalkaska.
"Third. $250,00 damage at a chain
stare construction project at Lapeer.
"Four. $50,000 damage at a school
construction site at Roscommon.
"Five. $30,000 damage to another
school project in Rochester...
"S. 2795, which I introduced on
December 16, 1975, is not directed at the
isolated incident of minor vandalism
but rather to acts of violence that result
in substantial damage. The damage
must exceed $2,000 before this new
provision would come into effect.. .A
safeguard in my bill is that in order for
the destructive action to be a Federal
crime it must have been a willful act...
"tMy bill) would amend the
provisions of the Hobbs Act to
specifically provide for Federal
jurisidiction in situations where ex-




Most acts of labor violence are
cowardly. Usually the victims are
outnumbered. Truckers are shot at
from ambush and threatened by
anonymous telephone calls. The vic-
tims need all the help they can get:
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I Let's Stay Well
Controlling Excessive Aggression
(iv F 11 Blasingarne M D
Excessive aggression is the
roil of many evils in our society
The cause of this excess is
ntscure. It ,nay he related to
many forms of crime, including
the battered child syndrome.
Researcher Dr Harry Harlow
aril anniciates at the Wiscrionn
Regional Primate Research
Center have been nyeatigaing
pnmate emotional devenpmerit
especially love and aggression
Thew studies have ',own that
aggression toward iithtrs
develops relatively late in pin
mate;"stout the fourth year in
mate monkeys and later in
females This is equivalent to the
midterm in humans
On the other hand. love
:mother. peer. and heterosexual
ievet becorries well estahltstasi
before aggres.sion As Dr
Harlow indicated in Science
Newf., "It 01 fOrIlriate that ag-
gression is a late-maturing
mectianism. Were it otherwise
there would never have been
even one primate society. At an
early age all infants would have10017, and is being offered free — single destroyed each other and




show how important it is to ex,
press love and to respond
lovingly before aggression
develops 'dant monkeys rased
in total isolation for six months
and then In partial Notation only
seeking and hearing other
monkeys) had no opporturuty to
experience mother love and to
respond. At three years of age,
these motherless monkeys as
compared with mother-rased
and peer-raRed monkeys. ex-
hibited violent aggrevaon when
they were exposed to other
monkeys The isolated monkeys
had no Icnowledge or evidence of
love
The monkeys raised in mita
bon proved to be monsters as
motherS to their ofbipring as well
as to rung monkeys who tried
to exchange affection with them
Dr Harlow and his associates
noted that if the offspring and
young monkeys persisted in
shosving affection, most of the
morster mothers showed wine
response and lessened their
vvilent behavnr, unicatirot the
possibility of mane rehabilitation
"Research has shown:.
asserted Dr Harlow. "that
developmental timmo and ae-
wencing of the loves and of ag,
gleam are of vast significarre
in preventing or arnehorsting
aggression. When the develop-
ment is out at normal sequence.
aggression is incontrolled and
extremely difficult to alter or
eliminate New therapeutic tech-
niques are making rehabilitation
more of a reality, but the ideal




relationship early M life, such as
between mother and infant, is of
primary importance in later life
in controlling aggrer.srin, and
evert aft erts a person's future ag-
gressive tendencies toward his
or her children
These experiments with
rrtnnkrys may help is lessen
wine of the evils which plague
tic hecaurse of exces%ive aggres-
sion toward each other
Cir Miss Al;complains that
.•
Blasingarne
she is spending more and more
rime lately worrying about dying
and wonders whether this fear of
death will worsen as she gets
older She is 7i years old and in
good health and wants sugges-
tions for controlling her anxiety
A Fear of death is common
and can be considered a normal
source of anxiety. It does not
have anything to do with a per
son's age Older people do not
fear dying any Trice than do
younger people Ilu.s fear tenct%
to he smaller in people whcses
lives are 'more complete and 4
fulfilled You shoukl talk to a
clove friend or your physician
ahoy" your fear Try to expand
your interests ard actnitaes.
Q Mrs J.R watts to itIlitss if
takila the Pill regularly will
have any" effect; on cystic des
ease of the breast
A A rererk Boston study of a
large ntrnher of women on the
Pill showed that fewer of them
had fibrocystic disease than
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Bank Safe Deposit
Box Fails To Yield
Howard Hughes' Will
WS ANGELES (AP) — A
Hollywood bank safe`deposit
box maintained by Howaul
-Hughes yielded some jewelry
but further stymied those
looking for the.. late
billionaire's will, a source
knowledgeable about the
search says.
A source close to the Summa
Corp. said Monday that of-
ficials didn't find the will
Hughes assciates insist he
wrote and that some have said
lie put under lock at the South
Hollywood Branch of the Bank
of America.
The box held only some "not
extremely valuable jewelry,"
the source said.
. Summa runs Hughes'
farflung entertainment and
aerospace enterprises. Some
of the people who were closest
to Hughes hold key positions in
the corporation.
A former top Hughes aide,
Noah Dietrich, said last week
that the billionaire made a will
and placed it in a box at the
South Hollywood bank about
two years before Dietrich left
the organization in 1957.
Dietrich, Gregson Bautzer,
a former Hughes attorney and
a spokesman for Summa,
restated their belief Monday
that a will exists —
somewhere.
Investigators are poring
over fifes in Los Angeles and
elsewhere for clues to where
Eddyville Inmate
Charged In Murder
EDDYVILLE, Ky. IAP) —
A Kentucky State Peniten-
tiary inmate has been charged
with murder in connection
with the death of a fellow
inmate.
Prison officials said Wayne
Hunter Linkes, 21, is charged
with striking Ronald Roberts.
23, over the head with a
weightlifting bar in the prison
yard on March 10.
Roberts died at Hopkins
County Hospital April 14.
I.inkes is serving a 15-year
sentence from Pulaski County
for breaking and entering and
possession of stolen property.
Robert was serving a five-
year sentence for
housebreaking and was at the
Eddyville facility on transfer






















Hughes left the document
telling where he wanted his
more than $2 billion in sissots
distributed after his death, a
source told The Associated
Press.
Several people have said
Hughes indicated he. wanted
the bulk of his estate turned
over to the Hughes Medical
Institute in Miami, but so far
there has been no legal con-
firmation of that wish.
Arelo Sederberg, a Summit
spokesman, said, "There is a
continuing search for a will
I but) for legal reasons we're
not disclosing how the search
is being done.
"We're only saying we think
there is a will."
If no will is found, officials
have estimated that as much
as two-thirds of the estate
automatically will revert to
government bodies as taxes.
Bautzer, a Los Angeles
attorney who did legal work
for Hughes for 25 years,
confirmed that the box at the
South Hollywood branch of the
Bank of America had been
opened but didn't say what it
contained.
Bautzer said the search for
the document may be
complicated because he
believes Hughes probably
wrote the will in his own
handwriting without wit-
nesses.
He said Hughes asked him
in .person and by telephone
many times about the legality
of holographic ( unwitnessed
wills. He said such wills are
legal and could be prepared
without knowledge of any
other person.
But Dietrich says it's
unlikely Hughes would have
left a secret handwritten will




FRANKFORT, Ky. IAPI —
Billboards along , main
highways in rural sections of
Kentucky will be corning down
soon, under a measure passed
by the General Assembly
earlier this year.
John V. Thompson,
assistant director of rights of
way for the state Bureau of
Highways, said Monday about
500 billboards will be taken
do ri at an estimated cost of
$5 illion dollars.
The cost includes reim-
bursing the sign owners for
the fair cash value of the
signs.
The measure passed by the
legislature bans roadside
advertising "legible and
identifiable" to travelers on
interstate highways and
places restrictions on new
billboards on dederal-aid
primary roads.
The ban thelUdes most
billboards legally erected 660
feet beyond rights of way of
interstate highways.
Rights of Way Director Tom
Mason said the project could
be completed in 18 to 24
months.
Two thousand physicians and
their families watched the birth
of Micahel Gallagher on closed
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Men's, boys' or Jr. boys' T-shirts. 100%
cotton in several colors and de-
signs that are popular today.
Sizes Small, Medium,
Large & Extra Large
SHIRTS
Men's 13aillon Shirts in sizes ROSESSmall, Medium. Large or Extra
Large. Slightly trreguTar but does SPECIAL
not effect the looks or wear.
(
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Take the Family co4 tFts Ctiving at
/00% nylon with simulated cuffs
Lacites 100% nylon snorts
41 Saes 8 to 16 Pull On
style with 2 elastic waist
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Limit 2 at this
price please
Good Thursday, Friday,
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FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murra) 753-3234
Calloway County's Largest Shopping Center















































Save SIO 00 $999
Murray Supply Co. Inc.
Downtown Shopping Center




































































bikinis, now 1.74 & 1.49
Lace-trimed and tailored
Briefs, now 1.99 & 1.74
Stock up on this pretty
rainbow of Panties at
Special Savings!
LITT N'S
-The Happy Yellow Store'
5,000 BTU/Hr. MODEL
• Speedy-Mount Portability
• Plugs into any grounded
house circuit
• Automatic thermostat























Save '50 Save up to $100
on On
Microwave Ranges Kelvinator Freezers
KELV1NATOR
IIIIMGeorge Hodge and Son VATICRI
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Calloway County's Largest Shopping Center
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'The Cleaners Interested in You'





























Full Size - Flat 8. Fitted
Reg. 4.99 - Sir
Twin Size - Flat & Fitted
Reg. 3.99 $277















*Wide Bond Comfort top






Hi-Bulk Orlon Acrylic and Nylon Stretch









































Be sure to stop by because




















Until 8 p. m. MIMS Open FridayUntil 8 p. m.
Fantastic Savings on Fresh Spring








Our entire stock at super savings! Many
all-weather styles included in the sale









Sale! Beautiful one, two and three-piece
dresses in the most wanted spring colors






N TO 1/2 OFF
Save today on a fine group of missy pant-
suits in all of your favorite styles. Wanted
spring fashion colors are in abundance
Buy several!







Save today on skirts, pants, fzwkets, tops
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Multi-Vitamins with Minerals
11 VITAMINS AND 8 MINERALS
Helps prevent vitamin deficiencies
144 TABLETS FREE
when you buy the 288-
tablet size
72 TABLETS FREE
when you buy the 144
tablet size '
36 TABLETS FREE








ger to kwow us heifer
On All Cosh Purchases
Good April 22-23-24
We accept Dank Americard
Master Charge, Diners Club &
American Express
407 Poplar, Murray
Ample Parking Lot Murrery's Downtown Florist
Westinghouse






CI Freezer door shelf





D Built-in egg storage
0 Deep door shelves





wedding bands are the
perfect symbols of love.
Perfectly crafted in precious
14K gold with the Keepsake
assurance of quality
PAME , A camel vnooth leo. 
13Good Onl ATurnetts








We will help you lay out and design
your office.
Experienced, full time service staff for all














































April Shower of Savings
FREE
PARKING









"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"
*Earn More - Deg* Now*




:514 oh_ Regular Passbook N.M,H,,UC Deposit
*
 •Substannal Interest Penalty Required
 for Early Cert,/ ;cote Withdrawal




Your savings are insured by an agency of the 
Federal Governnient
up to $40,000 per account. A man and 
;wife may have up to
13.1.x$0.42:40,0000 insured.
wpm 
c?, Federal Savings &
 Loan  
4 year - $1,000 Minima Deposit
30 Months — $1,000 td,nooren Dopouf
  1 or 2 years — $1,000 Deposit
. 90 Day Passbook No Altana Del?*
Murray Branch







 sae imeST •40.4.C.
Nasal Congestion
and Headache due to
Common Cold/Hay Fever
12's Reg. S1.39 Now 774
24's Reg. 52.33 Now $1"
48's Reg. 53.98 Now
$244
Holland Drugs
East Side of the Square
1 OCY0 Discount
On all Ladies Pastel Shoes, Purses - On Men


















• 4000 BTU/ HR Cooling
• 115 Volts 7 amps






. Proven rotary compressor
Simple, Easy Finance Terms at Bank 
Rotes
Murray Appliance Co.
t• V • lioword Coy I. John Simmons 

































to enjoy this now!
*Stores to 700 lbs of food ones Too
las of ram to stock-op on wookty
lorgoiwo
•Ooolity instafia oapootit door
values tool in cad a, sal art
Rog. S319.95
$27999
Ask About Our Low Cost Extended
Warranty!
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Unser's Homer In 17th
Lifts Mets Over Cards
• By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
With one wave of his wand,
t LtiThc,
disappear and at the same
time changed himself from a
goat into a hero.
A misplay by the New York
centerfielder allowed two St.
Louis runs in the first inning,
but he made up for it in the
17th with a home run that
provided the Mets with a 4-3
-victory Monday night.
"When you get into extra
innings, there's no sense
fooling around," said Unser,
who pulverized a Mike
Wallace fastball with two out
to break up a marathon four-
hour, 46-minute game.
The shot heard 'round Busch
Stadium settled a dramatic
battle which had been tied by
the Cardinals in the seventh
inning, some two hours before.
Unser went up to the plate
with one thing in mind: "I was
just thinking of swinging at
the ball and swinging hard."
Wallace said later he was
just thinking of one thing, too:
Throwing a fastball on the
first pitch to get ahead.
"He's the type of guy that
wanted to get ahead," said
Unser, who once played with
Wallace on the Philadelphia
• Phillies. "If he had, he's got a
good fork ball, and a good
curve and he would have been
tough to hit."
Extra-inning games are old
Pass Up Twins
By The Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) — For many owners of
professional sports fran-
chises, winloss records are for
the reccrd books — but the
important thing is how many
fans you get in the ballpark.
The fledgling Minnesota
Kicks of the North American
Soccer League have passed
the Minnesota Twins of the
American League in season
tickets sold.
As of last week, the Kicks
had sold 1.600 season ticket,
while the baseball Twins had
sold 1,400. And Kicks ticket
manager Gail Hessing said
that tally 'went- over 2,000 on
Monday.
But, noted Twins public
relations chief Tom Mee, the
Twins have home games
stretching from April to
September, while the Kicks
will have nine home games.
"It's a completely different
price range," said Mee. "A
pair of ours will cost about
$700. You can get a pair of
theirs for about $70."
hat between the Cardinals and
Mets. Two years ago, they
played a seven-hour, 25-inning
affair at Shea Stadium, the
longest night game intaseball
history.
In the other National
League games, the Houston
Astros beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers 8-3 and the Montreal
Expos downed the Chicago
Cubs 4-3. In the American
League, the California Angels
belted the Baltimore Orioles 9-
4; the Oakland A's tripped the
Detroit Tigers 6-5 in 10 innings
and the Boston Red Sox
blanked the Minnesota Twins
2-0.
Unser's hit was his first in
eight at-bats and the only
extra-base blow among 18
Mets hits off Wallace and five
other Cardinal pitchers. Aided
by a St. Louis error, New York
wiped out a 2-0 St. Louis lead
with a three-run burst in the
second inning and protected
that slim edge until Vic Harris..
and pinch-hitter Ron Fairly
rifled doubles' for the Cards off
New York ace Tom Seaver.
Seaver then departed in the
eighth, giving way to Skip
Lockwood, who was followed
to the rnrand hy Ken Sandsrs
and Bob Apodaca, 1-0, the
Astros 8, Dodgers 3
Jose Cruz belted a three-run'
triple to key a four-run first
inning and trigger Houston
past Los Angeles. Cruz' hit
climaxed the Astros' big first
inning and provided them with
their eventual winning run.
The victory boosted Houston
into an unaccustomed position
— first place in the NL West
Expos 4, Cubs 3
Pete Mackanin's two-run
homer in the fourth inning and
Mike Jorgensen's RBI double
in the seventh carried Mon-
treal past Chicago.
Mackanin's belt, following a
walk to Tim Foil, was the 13th
of his career but ironically
only the first with a man on
base.
took a lot of kidding from
my teammates about that,"
said Mackanin, "but I think I
took a lot of the pressure off
this spring when I hit one. with
two menson.'-'
Angels 9, Orioles 4
Bobby Bonds made his
debut with California by
drilling three singles and
stealing a base and the Angels
..ect.ipted with a 13-hit attack to
mat Baltimore in a game
marred by a beanball war.
The trouble erupted in the
eighth inning when Mark
Belanger of Baltimore was
sent sprawling in the dirt by
Angels starter and winner
Frank Tanana.
Moments earlier, Angels
catcher Andy. Etthebarr,en, a
former Oriole, was hit by
Baltimore reliever Wayne
Garland. That 'came after
Dave Chalk broke up a close
game with a bases-loaded
triple and then scored himself
when he crashed. into
Baltimore catcher Dave
Duncan, knocking the ball
loose.
Manager Earl Weaver of the
Orioles was ejected following
the melee, during which no
punches were thrown but
which had players streaming
from both dugouts and
bullpens.
A's 6, Tigers 5
Phil Garner singled to score
Ken McMullen with the
winning run in the 10th inning
as Oakland defeated Detroit.
Garner's hit came off Detroit
relief ace John Hiller. With
one out in the 10th, Hiller
walked McMullen and Bert
Campaneris. Garner then
singled to right-center field to
end the game.
Detroit had taken a 5-4 lead
in the top of the' ninth on a
single by Dan Meyer and a
double by Willie Horton.
Red Sox 2, Twins 0
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a
five-hitter, leading Boston
over Minnesota. It was his
first victory in a Red Sox





Have you always wanted to take an air-
plane ride? Well this is your chance.
Thorobred Flying Service will be giving away (at a
penny a pound) al, plane rides. Whatever you weigh
multiplied by 1 cent per pound is all you pay for
that plane ride. Besides that there will be FREE soft
drinks (as long as they last)
This Saturday & Sunday,
April 24th Et 25th
Starting at 1 p.m.
Come Out! Lots of things happening
—1
1 p. m. Parachute Jumping
Don't Miss That
2 p. In.. . Aerobatic Flying Demonstration
Come out and enjoy an afternoon at the Murray
Airport.




Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Nit,V2114.", Cat t away L. a ,14 rar,,,.
Jacobs And Brewer Star As
Racers Win Dual Track Meet
There have been some
gloomy days this season for
the Murray State track team.
But through the. fglonimy
days, Coach Bill Cornell has
pointed toward one thing: The
Ohio Valley Conference
championship meet.
His team got warmed up for
the OVC meet Monday af-
ternoon in Stewart Stadium by
turning in their most lin.--
pressive effort of the year as
the Racers won a dual meet,
74-71, over Western Illinois.
And in warming up for the.
OVC meet, Cornell's team
may have found a few
unexpected points./ for the
conference meet which will be
held next month in
Clarksville.
—Sprinter Cuthbert Jacobs
decided to try the long jump.
Leaving nearly a foot too soon,
Jacobs wound up soaring 24-1;`
luncheon Set
PARK CITY, Utah (AP) —
An awards luncheon today
wrapped up the Jill St. John-
Paul Masson Celebrity Ski
Races, which were held to
raise money for the U.S. Ski
Team, headquartered here.
The team headed by singer
Ed Ames took first place in
alpine team events Monday,
followed by the teams headed
by actor Hugh O'Brien,
television game show host
Tom Kennedy and Sam
Melville of television's "The
Rookies".
Other celebrities par-





actresses Jane Powell, Ronee
Blakely and Cathy Lee
Crosby, Congressman Jack
Kemp of New York, football
player Merlin Olsen and actor
Richard Roundtree.
Racer Women Netters
Up To 17-2 For Year
900sting their record to 17-2
on the season, the Murray
State women's tennis team
squashed David Lipscomb
College 7-2 in a match played
here yesterday.
Playing in place of the in-
jured number one netter
Karen Weis, Sindy Macovik
downed Frankie Mayo 6-1,6-2.
Karen Weis is expected to be
back at the number one spot
on Thursday.
Other scores were as
follows:
No. 2 Sandy Macovik MSU
def. Kathy Hanvey 6-1, 6-0;
No. 3 Anne Ress MSU def. Jan
Corley 6-0, 6-2; No. 4 Lynn
Martin MSU def. Cindy Bates
6-2, 6-4; Patsy Wilks DLC def.
Leanne Owen 3-6, 6-3, 6-3; No.
6 Margaret May MSU def.
Debbie Barrett 6-2, 7-5.
In the doubles: No. 1
Macovik-Macovik MSU def.
Mayo-Wilks 6-0, 6-2; No. 2
Ress-Linda Spellman MSU
def. Hanvey-Corley 4-6, 6-2, 7-
5; No. 3 Bates-Lynn Wilks
DLC def. Susan Sullivan-
Helen Below 6-3, 7-5.
Coach Nita Head reports
that three members of her
tennis squad are eligible for
the national regional tennis
tournament to be held in
Chattanooga, Tennessee
sometime in May.
Number one singles player
Karen Weis and number two
netter- Sindy Macovik are
eligible to compete in the
singles competition along with
the number one doubles team
of Macovik-Macovik.
However, Coach Head is not
quite sure if funds will be
available for Murray State to
compete in this competition.
Western Kentucky
University and University of
Kentucky will have their
eligible players at the three-
day event.
Pete Rose Extends His
Hit String To 22 Games
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete
Rose was only a couple of
months old when Joe
DiMaggio set a major league
baseball record in 1941 with
his hitting streak of 56 con-
secutive games.
DiMaggio's streak is still a
record and is being mentioned
more than ever around the
Cincinnati Reds' clubhouse
where Rose currently has a 22-
game hitting streak going.
But, with all due respects,
the bulldog-tough third
baseman doubts that
DiMaggio's streak can be
Madrick Named As
Head Grid Coach
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ron Madrick, assistant
football coach at Murray State
University, has been hired as
head football coach at
Louisville De-Sales High
School.
Madrick, 33, has been at
Murray since 1974 He
replaces Jim Kennedy, who
has accepted a position in
West Virginia.
DeSales Athletic Director
Rex Robinson announced the
hiring Monday
- _
duplicated in the current area
of specialization.
"It's so hard to get any
lengthy streak going because
of today's relief pitching,"
said Rose, who is hitting .514
after eight games, thanks to a
searing 18-for-35 start.
Hitting is Rose's grand
obsession, but the 35-year-old
veteran is not overly excited
about his streak.
"You don't want to start
thinking about that," he said.
"I just swing and hope. You've
got to be super lucky You've
got to be lucky just to hit .300 '
Rose has been lucky for 10 of
his years in the majors, and 10
days ago he moved past Lou
Brock of St. Louis as the all-
time hit leader among active
National League players.
Rose has 2,565 hits during his
14-year career, 49th on the all-
time list.
Hot streaks are nothing new
for Rose. who is five games
away from tying the Reds all-
time mark of 27, jointly held
by Edd Roush and Vada
Pinson. Roush did it twice, in
1920 and 1924, and Pinson
equalled it in 1965
unbelievable considering it
was the first time he's ever
tried the event in Ais college
career.
---hlartyn Brewer decided to
try and run the 880-yard dash.
Not only did he run it, he won
it with an impressive time of
1:53.2, a personal best.
There were plenty of per-
sonal bests on the day and the
-times were simply out-
standing. But perhaps the
most outstanding time of all
was in the mile-relay where
Jacolasran his leg in 45,1.
The 45.1 quarter is the best
Jacobs has ev'er.,Ieeorded
the mile-relay arid it could
give him the mental boost to
prepare him for the Olympic
Games this summer.
Murray spotted Western
Illinois a 27-0 lead as the
visitors recorded sweeps in
the shot put, javelin and high
jump. In the discus, Cecil
Wolberton took third to
prevent another sweep as he
recorded a 123-7.
In other field events, Pat-
more Chatham won the long
jump with an effort of 24-53/4
while Jacobs was second and
in the triple jump, Chatham
in the pole vault with a
clearance of 14-0.
The *440-yard relay team
recorded a 41.4 for its best
time of the season with Jimmy
Jackson, Jacobs, Lester Flax
and Chatham running legs.
Brewer made it a double on
the afternoon as he won the
mile and led a Racer sweep.
Brewer finished first with a
personal best of 4:08.6, while
Ralph Cheek was second in a
personal best of 4:11 and
Brian Rutter was third in
got back DM track by winning- -4:12.5. — -- -with a 50-8Ya.
The only ---Othef plac—e jile°bs ats°4cared a d°11111P-
MurraY in field -events -was a
second by Norman deCaussni
Tigers Rip Ballard To
Improve Mark To 6-2
The Murray High Tigers ran
their season record to 6-2 by
defeating host Ballard
Memorial 7-2 Monday af-
ternoon.
Senior righthander Joe
Graves went the distance on
the mound for Murray High
and gave up only four hits
while none of the runs Were
earned.
Graves chalked up a half-
dozen strikeouts and walked
four batters.
The Tigers posted Graves to
a 2-0 lead after the first frame.
Lindsey Hudspeth opened the
game with a single and after
one was out, Bob Thurman
reached on a walk.
With two out, Tony Thur.
mond re'achedon an error to
score Hudspeth and the
second run crossed when
Steve Winchester singled into
left.
Murray increased the lead














Charles Pasarell downed Jeff
Borowiak 2-6, 7-6, 6-3 to win an
opening-round match in the
Denver World Championship
Tennis Tournament.
NEW YORK — The late
Tommy Armour, known as the
"Silver Scot," and Mickey
Wright, winner of a record 82
women's tour events, were
named to the World Golf Hall
of Fame.
Jeff Oakley and Mickey
McCuiston drew walks to open
the inning before Graves
aided his own cause with an
RBI double. The only other hit
in the frame was a run-scoring
single by Tony Bayless.
Graves lost his shutout in
the fifth when Ballard rallied
after two were out to score on
a fielder's choice, a single and
two errors.
Hudspeth, Bob Thurman
and Winchester each had two
hits apiece.
The Tigers will host
Mayfield tonight at 7 p.m. In
Holland Stadium and will play
at Henry County Wednesday.
ab r
Hudspeth-cf 4 1 2
Suns-3b 4 1 0
Thurrnan-ss 3 1 2
Bayless-1f 4 0 1
Thurmond-rf 4 1 0
Winchester-dh 4 0 2
Oakley-lb 3 1 0
McCutston, 3 1 1
Gray ,ft-p 4 1 1
Spann-26 0 0 0
Totals 3379
Murray XXI 403 1 7-9-2
Ballarl 'Sr 011
and loser react to finish of
basketball game in Lincoln,
floor, Holdrege, missed shot
Assistant Coach
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
(AP) —yito Ragazzo has been
named assistant football
coach at Wake Forest, moving
, to the Deacon staff from the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.
Deacon head Coach Chuck
Mills announced the ap-
pointment Monday, saying he
was "elated at attracting him
to our football and university
family."
At Wake Forest, Ragazzo
also will be an administrative
associate to Mills while
working with the Deacon
offense.
-as he won the 100-yard dash in
9.5 and then in the 220,
recorded a season best of 20.9
to win. He was just .1 second
off the confernce record. Also
in the 220, Jackson ran a 22.1
to tie his personal best and
finish in third place.
Lester Flax recorded a 48.0
to win the 440-yard dash while
Sylvester Onyekwe was third
in 50.8. Brewer's 1:53.2 won
the 880 while Dennis Mabbitt
Cage Playoffs
At A Glance
Pro Basketball 0.1 A Glance





Seattle at Phoenix. Phoenix
leads series 2 1
Detroit at Gulden State, firs'
game
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland leads series 2 1
Buffalo at Boston, first game
Thursday's Games
Washington at Cleveland







New York 110, San Antonio
106, New York leads series 3 2.
Kentucky 126, Denver 114,
Kentucky leads series 2 1
Wednesday's Games
Denver at Kentucky




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Oklahoma State University
has announced the signing of
Louisville Male High School
basketball forward Bobby
Turner to a national letter of
intent.
Turner, an All-Stater,
averaged 24 points and 16
rebounds for Male last season.
The signing was announced
Monday by Oklahoma
assistant coach Steve Smith.
Turner said he signed with
the school, rather than follow
,teammate Darrell Griffith, so
jie would not be
"overshadowed" by Griffith's
accomplishments.
He added that another
reason for his decision was his
closeness to Oklahoma Coach
Guy Strong, who coached at
several Kentucky high
schools, Kentucky Wesleyan
College and Eastern Kentucky
University before going to
Oklahoma State.
was second with a 1:53.5.
In the hurdling events, Tom
Potter was second in the 120-
highs with a 15.0 while in the
440-intermediates, Brent
Laird was third with a per-
sonal best of 56.5.
Murray had a sweep in the
three-mile as Rutter was first
with an impressive 14:06 while
Cheek was second in 14:22.2
and Bob Arnet third with a
personal best of 14:28.9.
The mile-relay team, on the
strength of Jacobs' 45.1,
recorded a 3:12.3 foz its_ best
time of the year. _Other legs
included Onyekwe 48.9,
Mabbitt 50.0 and Flax 48.3.
The mile-relay time was
also a new Roy Stewart
Stadium record.
Perhaps the most im-
pressive part about the win is
the fact three of Murray's top
performers were injured.
Not participating in the
meet were sprinters Joe
Patrick and Norman Simms
along with long jumper-triple
jumper Kevin Caines. Cornell
said he expects all three to be
ready by the time the OVC
meet is held.
The Racers will get a
chance to work out on the
Clarksville track Monday as




Pro Hockey At A Glance





Los Angeles at Boston, series
tied 2-2.
Toronto at " Philadelphia,
series tied 21....
New York Islanders at But
tab, series tied 2-2.
Thursday's Games
Buffalo at New York Island•
ers
Philadelphia at Toronto
Bostn at Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston, if nec-
essary
Toronto at Philadelphia, it
necessary






Indianapolis at New England,
series tied 3-1.
San Diego at Houston, first
game
Friday's Games
Indianapolis at New England
San Diego at Houston






















The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
The Ron Beshear Agency, Murray Kentucky




MR HON DOLLAR ROUND TABLE
Sr independent. InternatIonal association of life Insurance
agents. Membership reflects a cornmttment to continuina
advanced educetion to b••••••• serve the financial _security
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Dr. J. Scores 32 As Nets Get
Playoff- VictoPt Over Spurs
By The Associated Press
Julius Erving has been the
American Basketball
Association's Most Valuable
Player each of the past three
seasons, and he showed why at
the Nassau Coliseum Monday
-night: -
-7-Erring's t points' he
New York to a 110-108 lead
over the San Antonio Spurs,
and his blocked shot in the
final five seconds kept it that
way as the Nets grabbed a 3-2
advantage in their best-of-
seven playoff semifinal.
With nine seconds to go and
the Spurs trailing by two, San
Antonio called time out and
set up a play for Mike Gale.
The 6-foot-4 guard, a former
Net, shook free along the left
side some 18 feet from the









By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York _1_2. .714
Milwkee 4 2 .667
Detroit 3 3 .500 1/2
Boston 4 5 .444 2
Baltimore 3 5 .375 21/
Cleveland 2 4 .133 21/
West
6 3 .667 —
4 2 .667 Vs
5 4 .556 1
3 4 .429 2
4 6 .400 21/2
3 6 .333 3
Monday's Results -
Boston 2, Minnesota 0
California 9, Baltimore 4
Oakland 6, Detroit 5, 10 in-
nings
Tuesday's Games
Texas (G. Perry 2.0) at
Cleveland (Bibby 0-01
Chicago (Johnson 1.01 at New
York (Ellis 1-0)
Minnesota (Goltz 0.0) at Bos
ton (Wise 0-11
Kansas City (Leonard 001 at
Milwaukee (Broberg 0-0), (n)
Baltimore (Grimsley 01) at
California (Ryan 1.1), (n)
Detrol' (Coleman 1-0) at Oak-
land (Mitchell 0-1), (n)
Wednesdays Games
Chicago at New York
Texas at Cleveland
Kansas City at Milwaukee,
(n)
Baltimore at California, (n)
Detroit at Oakland, (n)
Only games scheduled
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct GB
6 1 .857 —
5 5 .500 21/




jumper with five *seconds to
play.
"I thought I had it," he said,
shaking his head. "It looked
good all the way. It seemed
like it had eyes ... and then he
came from out of nowhere."
1Pett;•118-"' 9438---ErvfiNg:
lurking near the foul line,
swooped over and rejected the
shot. A desperation "try by
George Gervin at the buzzer
bounced off the rim, and the
Nets had their 110-108
triumph.
In the other ABA semifinal,
the Kentucky Colonels beat
the Denver Nuggets
Louisville to take a 2-1 lead in
their series.
"I saw Gale from the foul
line," said Erving. "I was
waiting for him to commit
himself. I was watching the
ball, not my man. Once he
went into the air I just moved
over and blocked it."
Ex-Net Larry Kenon led the
Spurs with 27 poilas.
The Nets can wrap up the
series Wednesday night in San
Antoitio. lithe Spurs win that
one, the deciding game will be
played Sunday at the Nassau
Coliseum.
Speedy guard Bird Averitt
scored 40 points and 7-foot-2
center Artis Gilmore netted 36
to lead the Colonels past the
Nuggets, the ABA's regular-
season champions.
"I had it going," said
Averitt. "Some nights you are
on, and tonight was my
night."
Averitt's basket with three
minutes to play gave Ken-
tucky a 114-106 advantage, but
three points by Chuck
Williams cut the deficit to five.
Two free throws by Gilmore
were offset by a basket by
Denver's Bobby Jones, but
then Averitt hit six con-
secutive points to clinch the
victory.
David Thom;:son was high
scorer for Denver with 29
points and Ralph Simpson had
28.
- Kentucky hosts Denver in
e fourth game of the series
Wednesday, with Game 5 in
Denver Thursday.
Siemanowski Ties Record By
Running Hitting Streak To 13
John Siemanowski tied a
Murray State baseball record
Monday afternoon at
Arkansas State by hitting
safely in two games to run his
streak to 13 consecutive
games with a hit as the
Thoroughbreds split a twinbill
with their hosts.
In the first contest,
Arkansas State jumped out to
a 5-0 lead after two innings
and went on to sock the 'Breds
After getting off to a
miserable start early in the
season when he had only one
hit in his first 20 times at bat,
Siernanowski has not upped
his average to .256 and leads
the team in homeruns with
seven and runs batted in with
38. •
Murray was never in the
Bucs Win Eastern
first game. Arkansas State
belted starter Dick Allegretti
for four runs in the home half
of the first and held a 7-0 lead
going into the final frame.
In the top of the seventh,
Murray made its only serious
challenge of the contest by
posting four runs. David
Hughes and Siemanowski had
RBI's in the inning.
Six of the seven runs off
7-4 while in the nightcap, Golf Championship Allegretti were earned as hisMurray banged out 14 hits in season mark dipped to 2-4 with
posting a 10-5 victory to gain JGHNSON CITY, Tenn. the loss. Allegretti fanned four
the split. i Al' , - Richard Tucker and men and gave up only two
Siemanowski, who had a hit John McNeely fired one over- passes. Tiger Golfers
in the first - contest, had two par 72.s to give host East., ..In the,secondganae, Murray . a
run-seortng - - singles --in---the-4ennessee State first pleeeib----AunPecl to a, 1-0 lead then __Ree-__ -it.ptife ctan Ohio Valley Conference watched as Arkansas Statesecond game to run his streak
to 13, tying the mark set in
1963 by Ron Anderson.
Lampley Steps Down
As Coach Of Marshals
Charlie Lampley, one of the most popular coaches in
Kentucky, has announced his resignation as head basket-
ball coach at Marshall County High School.
Lampley, who has had 20 years in coaching experience,
told the Murray Ledger & Times this morning he is .
leaving because of the division in the county.
"We have no gymnasium and no facilities," Lampley
said.
"The county is divided. As long as they can't accept the
fact that there is only one school in Marshall County, there
will never be a team," Lampley said.
In his 20 years of coaching, laampley recorded a
phenomonal won-lost record of 406-219.
Lampley began his coaching career at Wingo High
School in 1954 and his first team posted a 25-3 record.
In 1955, Lampley began his tenure at North Marshall
and remained there until the end of the 1963-64 season.
His most famous accomplishment at North Marshall
came in 1959 when his team won the Kentucky State High
School Tournament. He was named as the Kentucky High
School Coach of the Year in 1959.
In 1961, Lampley again guided his team-into the State
Tournament.
In 1965, Lampley went to Burlington, ni., where he
reigned as head basketball coach for tstio years.
He came back to Kentucky during the 1967-68 season
and coached at South Marshall where he remained until
two years ago when the three schools in the county con-
solidated to form Marshall County High.
Lampley coached for two years at Marshall County
before stepping down from his post.
"I really don't know right now," Lampley said of his
futire.
"I have tenure and could stay on as a teacher but I sup-
pose if the opportunity came along, I would like to get
back into coaching," the veteran cage mentor said.
Lampley becomes the second varsity coach to resign at
Marshall County within a week. Football coach Ken
Barrett stepped down from his position last week.
Al Attles Won't View Pistons
Lightly As Warriors Prepare
By The Associated Press
The Detroit Pistons playedChicago I _5_
St. L-Aris 3 5 .375 VI—Golden State five times during
Montreal 5 3 '375 31/2 the regular season, and cames WeSt
Houston 7 -4,v 634
Cincinnati 5 3 625 V2
Atlanta 5 3 625 fis
San Fran 4 4 .500 1/2
San Diego 4 5 .444 2
Los Ang 1 7 .125 41/2
Monday's Results
Montrear 4, Chicago 3
New Yotk 4, St. Louis, 3, 17
,nnings
Houvon 8. Los Angeles 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Phdadelph,a (Kai,/ 0-1) at
Pittsburgh (candeiaria 0-0)
Montreal (Fryman la) at
Chicago (Zahn 0-01
San Francisco (Barr 1-0) at
Atlanta (P. Niekro 2-0), (n)
San Diego (Greif 0.1) at Cln-
cinnati (Billingham 1-11, (n)
New York (Matlack 1-0) at
St. Louis (McGIthen 1.1), (n)
Los Angeles (John 0-1 or Rho-
den 0.0) at Houston J. Niekro
1.1), (n)
Wednesday's Games
San Diego at Cincinna•i
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
New York at St. Louis
Montreal at Chicago
San Francisco at Atlanta, (n)
Los Angeles at 440uSton, In)
away.i,with five losses. But
Warriors Coach Al Attles is
trying hard not to take




their first playoff game at
Oakland tonight.
"Detroit can hurt you
physically," warned • Attles.
"They really beat Milwaukee
off the offensive boards."
The Pistons qualified to
meet Golden State in the best-
of-seven quarter-final series
by beating Milwaukee 2-1 in a
preliminary series, promoting
Detroit Coach Herb Brown to
exclaim: "Maybe now people
will believe that the Detroit
Pistons are a real entity!"
Maybe, but the Warriors
still rate as overwhelming
THE CORRECT WAY TO
SWALLOW A PILL
For those people »hi, ha e difficult in swallowing
a pill. tablet or capsule, the reason is usually the
mosement of their head backwards. This action tends
lii narro. the entrance passageway. Always try to
keep the head lowered or at least level.
If you experience ins difficulty taking any
medicine, please ask our professional adsice "Ae can
often sugems simple home liquids that make them
MOI e palatable For. although we may carry other
products, prescriptions. health aids and sickroom
needs are our mini important service.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Ele Closed ( hi Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs Per Week






Murra,, . Ks' 47071144N Sth
favorites in this series. Golden
State won 59 games in the
regular season, 23 more than
Detroit. The Pistons did not
win a game on the West Coast
all season, against any of the
Pacific Division teams.
Bucks Coach Larry Costello
wasn't ready to pick the
Pistons to win, but he felt they
would hold their own. "The
Pistons match up well with
Golden State," he said. "I
think they'll give the Warriors
a battle."
In tonight's other NBA
game, the. Seattle
SuperSonics, trailing 2-1,
travel to Phoenix to play the
Suns.
The Buffalo Braves, who
beat the Philadelphia 76ers in
the other preliminary series,
open their quarter-final set
against the Boston Celtics
Laker Golfers
Wednesday night in Boston.
The other series also resumes
Wednesday, with] the
Cleveland ,Cavaliers, leading
2-1, meeting 'the. Washington
Bullets at lancletr. Md.-
Seattle Coach Bill Russell is
reportedly considering some
lineup changes to put more
spark in the Sonics attack.
One may involve center Tom
Burleson, who hasiiiot given
Seattle the quicknecas Russell
likes.
Buffalo is coming off one of
its biggest victories ever, a
thrilling 124-123 overtime
decision over Philadelphia
Sunday in the deciding, game
of their preliminary series.
About 250 people turned out to
greet the Braves at Buffalo
International Airport.
Washington needs improved
play from its guards if it hopes
to even' things against
Cleveland. Phil Chenier, Dave
Bing and Jimmy Jones are
averaging just a combined 34
Ripped 160473 points a game, are shooting adismal 33.9 per cent from the
field and have committed 36
turnovers.
By contrast, during the
regular season that backcourt
trio averaged 40.2 points and
shot 47 per cent.
By Marshals
By KEVIN D'ANGELO
The Calloway County High
School golf team lost to the
Marshals of Marshall County
160-173 Monday afternoon.
Four of the top golfers for
the Lakers got lost as they
entered the Kentucky Dam
Village Course and were still
lost when they arrived on the
first tee.
Kevin D'Angelo was low
man for the day as he fired a
38 Four other !Akers golfers
fired 45's, including Tommy
Fike, Bobby Cike, Joe
Janecek and Anthon.• Eike
For the Marshals Reed
fired a 39, Creason 40, Si '(man
40. Dossett 41. Sirls 42 and
Schroader 43.
The Lakers are now 2-2 for
the year and will host one of
the best teams in the Region
today in Lone Oak. The match
will be played at the Oaks
Country Club.
Holds Lead
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) — Lec
Levitt, of Long Island, N.Y
held a 1-0 lead over Derek
Oldbury, of Deavon, England.
late Monday night in the
International Checkers
Tournament here.
Levitt, a research physic' • •
defeated Oldbury, a stal
dealer and British Check,
Champion, in the 11th gay',
the 20-game series.
The first 10 games ended
draws.
TRACK
BOSTON -- Jack Fulti Of
Georgetown University won
the Roth annual Boston
Marathon, crossing the finish
line in 2 hours 20 minutes la
seconds.
match Monday.
East Tennesse finished the
18 holes at Buffalo Valley
Country Club with a team
score of 293 to Morehead's 295.
Tennessee Tech was third at
297 and Eastern Kentucky had
301.'
Eddie- Mudd of Morehead
shot the low round of the day
with a one under-par 70. John
Roberts of Tennessee Tech
had an even-par 71
Eastern Division college golf came back with three in the'
fourth to tie It before the
'Breds put three on the board
in the fifth to wrap it up.
Mike Roberts went the
distance on the hill in the
second game to raise hi.4
season mark to 5-1. Roberts
fanned only two and walked
five while all five of the runs
were earned.
In the top of the first,
Hughes led off with a single
and Jack Perconte followed
Broad Street Bullies
Return Home Tonight
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia Flyers are
back .on Broad Street tonight
— so look for them to be the
same old Bullies.
The Flyers' game is hitting,
and now that they've returned
to the friendly confines of the
Speearum, expect some hitting
when they take on the Toronto
Maple Leafs in the fifth game
of their National Hockey
League playoff series, which
is tied 2-2.
Two other Stanley Cup
quarter-final series, both tied
2-2, resume tonight with the
Los Angeles Kings at the
Boston Bruins and the New
York Islanders at the Buffalo
Sabres.
The Montreal Canadiens
eliminated Chicago in four
straight, wrapping up their set
series with a • 4-1 decision
Sunday night.
"We can't change and be
effective at the same time,"
said Flyers assistant coach
Mike Nykoluk. -Our game is
to take the body, and we must
do that to win. We will be
taking the body as much as
ever—we want to win."
The Maple Leafs evened the
series by beating the Flyers 4-
3 Sathrday night In -a - game
which saw just 10 penalties for
20 total minutes. That was a
stark contrast to Thursday
night's brawl, where 173
penalty minutes were whistled





, Nykoluk noted that the
usually tempestuous Flyers
had their troubles making the
transition to mild-mannered
folks. Coach Fred Shero
agreed that his, club should
feel more comfortable back
home.
"What has transpired (in
Toronto) has bothered this
club to a degree," Shero said.
"I'm confident when we get
back home we'll be more
comfortable. We'll feel better
and we'll play better."
Buffalo, like Philadelphia, is
hapy to be home. The Sabres
won two games at home, then
dropped the next two on the
road. But the losses didn't
bother Punch Imlach, Buf-
falo's general manager.
"If they get the next game,
then I'll start to worry," he
sine.. "I never expected four
straight. I would take it, but
there was no way I expected
it."
Boston Coach Don Cherry
said winning the fourth game
against the Kings may have
been the turning point in that
series.
"It was a big victory for
us," said Cherry. -It swung
the momentum back to us.
-Now we just have to keep it
going. The Kings are a good
team and it's going to be tough
from here on in. But we do
have two out of three games in
Boston, and we're ready."
Lakers Drop 3-0 Game
As Wyatt Fans 16 Men
Junior righthander Bruce
Wyatt, a star on the basketball
floor as well as on the baseball
diamond, recorded 16
strikeouts and allowed just
three hits Monday afternoon
as visiting Lowes edged
Calloway County 3-0.
Wyatt, who allowed four
walks, was nearly, un-
touchable in the contest.
Lowes scored the first rwidf
the game in the top of the first
frame as Denton walked,
Wyatt singled and Cooper
singled to score the tally.
In the fifth, Wyatt singled,
Aole second and scored on a
;ingle by Cooper. The final run
scored on a single by
Matheny.
Tommy Chavis went the
distance on the hill for the host




All boys and girls in the age
;ramps of nine through 12 who
Rish to play either Kentucky
:Rague or Little League
baseball are asked to be at the-
little League field at the
Murray City Park Wed-
nesday.
Tryouts are set to begin at 4
m
hits. Chavis fanned nine
batters and gave up only one
walk.
Calloway threatened only on
several occasions in the
contest. In the second, Terry
Gibson led off with a double
but was left stranded as three
Lakers in a row went down.
In the sixth, Chavis and
Gibson both walked with two
out and both runners moved
up on a passed ball. But Fl)
Beane grounded out to third to
end the possible threat.
Danny Rogers, Gibson and
Beane each had a hit for the
Lakers.
Calloway is now 1-3 on the
season and will host Mayfield









































Erving, the sensational for-
ward of the New York Nets.
was named Most Valuable
Player in the American
Basketball Association for a
record third straight time
with a one-bagger. Gene
Steuber drove in the first run
with a sacrifice fly and
Siemanowski singled in the
second run.
In the third, Siemanowski
'singled in a run to give
Murray a 3-0 lead.
Arkansas State ripped
Roberts for three hits in the
fourth to post three runs. A
walk an error also helped the
hosts.
But in the top of the fifth,
Season Mark
By David Frank
The Murray High golf team
slipped by Paducah Tilghman
to run their record to six wins
and no losses. The Tigers
defeated the Tornados by two
storkes, 153-155. The match
was played on the overcast
Paxton Park Golf Course
Monday afternoon.
The style of play was the
best four out of five.
Gary Sullivan, Lynn
Sullivan, and Howard Boone
all had 38's for the Tiger
golfers. But the key to the
Tigers' victory was from the
sparkling play of Steve
Hussung as he fired in a 39 for
the round.
For Paducah, David
Golliher posted a 38, followed
by Jeff Gollther, Tim. Jones,
and Mike Johnson's 39's.
The Tigers will be taking
their 6-0 slate into today's
match with St. Mary, again at
Paxton Park in Paducah.
Murray put three more on the
board to go up 6-3. Hughes and
Perconte walked to lead off
the inning and Steuber
smashed a long drive that
would have been out in
Reagan Field.
Instead, Steuber wound up
on second with a double and
two RBI's. Steuber later
scored when freshman Robin
Courtney lofted a sacrifice fly.
Murray put the game on ice
in the sixth with four more
runs as Perconte and Terry
Brown both had two-run
singles.
The split leaves the 'Breds
with 8 32-11 season-- record.'
Murray will play next Monday; -
at the University of Missouri
before visiting powerful
Memphis State April 29 and
closing the season here May 2
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announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitattN
ot an offer to buy any of these securities -
The offering is made by the Prospectu,
Now you can earn up to
/09 y q
with CREDITF411FT Investment Notes
Price: 100'.
(Available In denominations or $100 or morel
\
Annual interest of 73/4% to 934% is payable quarterty
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers. interest is compounded quarterly




Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate
(n Inleroot a pod (II ~sal to mwrt-
quareirly or ,rk)nttlly I pounded puorterfy mod
WI at maturity cwily)
10 years 9.75% 10.11%
5 years 8.75% 9.04%
2 years 7.75°/s 7.98%
CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A, are being
by CREDITHRIFT Financial. Inc . a hogiing
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, arid casualty
activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes. Series A. will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance. if any
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
this State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or, if you prefer, phone toll .free at 800-457 3741 (in







Ross Wilder, Suite 2 Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 153 5513
.44'40
If Iti h'esults You illantalti c741IIFIEDADJ You Need ACA 13 THIN
v.
1. legal Notice
AS OF APRIL 13, 1976 I
will no longer be
responsible for an,




SAVE Sit on AM-FM
system with 8-track recorder














of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps
Call 753-1873 after 5 p
m. or weekends.
1. Notice




In it,. 12 oz. eau for von-
ding Chstribators era iaw
being selected Pert tints is-
nrytworn $3,505-
55,975-511,145.
To lott the facto and be caw-
ordered cal 1703) 659-2147
or write, including P No.
to C.16.1., Village Plaza P.O.
lox 317, Stafford, Va.
22354.
3 Card Ot Thanks
WE WISH TO EXPRESS
our -sinew* thanks suit.--
appreciation our -
many friends and
relatives who were so
kind and helpful during
the illness and death of
our beloved father and
husband, Felix E.
Beach. Special thanks
for all the prayers, the
lovely flowers, the food
and cards of con-
dolence. God's bountiful
blessings to each of you.
The family of Felix E.
6 Help Wanted
PART TIME CAR
hostess, nights, apply in




MECHANIC for 542 days






Apply in person 'at the
SUB Base, 810 Chestnut
Street next door to





W. nom you ourialvos for a
full rime corroor with thow is
wards that top management
cots for .
Good salary, rife rnsurcrnc•.
hospitaltration, paid voco-
o good opportunrty




Mike Love at 2E27
Paducah. Ky
Phone 1-442-1833











Some all days must be
worked. Age-no
limitation. If you can do




Four persons needed for
aggressive and ex-
panding company who












10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
NEEDED: PART-time
youth director for the
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) of
Murray, Kentucky.„„ If
interested please send





This 15 OM 016 BREAK
MARCIE! This 15 THE ONi..,r
LAS' OUR TEAM WILL EVER




940t.A.GN'7 THE THB4D GET -\
REST OF OUR LO5T MARCIE
PLPHERS BE I4AVETOO













































































a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
JANITOR, send resume
to Memorial Baptist




Also will do some clean-
up work. From 4 p. m-9





strations. Must have use
of car, and willing to
work. Part time 79.50
per week, full time
$180.00 per week. For
interview write Box 151











:etasi outlets a loosing tof
ueopie IC management and
supervIst0e. ti !QV are
'pulling for a dtallonlyng
or se r thal otters op
portuntty to, advancement
tend Resume to P Q Ber
32B. Mutter, Kentucky
8. Stzrage Buildings








jean shop of your own.











desiring to raise money.
Nationally known firm,
no investment. Call 753-
5550.
12. Insurance






Esate, across from Post
Office. Call 753-3263.
14 Want To Buy
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Fill Electric,
753-9104.
LAYING HENS. Call 753-
9981
ONE TO FIVE ACRES of
land near Murray for
home site. Call 753-0034.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
5 Articles For Sale
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
8169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, 8189.95. All with ES
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95







FENCE SALE at SEARS
now through April 30.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimates of
your needs.
15 Articles For Sale
GRANDFATHER
CLOCK, new solid







speed girls, one with
child seat. Call 753-1820.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre rent









$100.00. Table with 4
chairs, $20.00. Platform
rocker, 110.00. Call 753.-
9218 after 6.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
WOOD $12.00 a rick. Call
753-4856.
7 FT. ANTIQUE dish
cupboard, completely
refinished. Call 753-0110.
Sdgl bag on deluxe 19 cu ft
upright freezer




• Plus Tr dons
16. Home Furnishings
FREEZER 20.3 cubic ft.
upright, General
Electric $250.00. Call
767-4794 after 6 p.m.
11 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX•NIALES




and Service, 500 Maple












JOHN DEERE 12 h.p.
model L tractor. Wide
front end, 8490.00. Call
435-4494.
CASE TRACTOR 730, 3
16- case plows, 10 ft.
Ford wheel disc, 2 row
cultivator, 4 row spray
unit, will sell all
together or separate.
Call 753-6763.
IS' SIX INCH auger with
electric motor, 7' New
Holland hay conditioner,
2 row Ford corn drill,




model, Ford plow three
14", 8' wheel type disc, 2
row cultivator, lime
truck, 1960 Dodge, Case
700 combine. Call 753-
4726.
52 CASE V.A.('. tractor,
$800.00. With plow
8950.00. Call 436-5346.
FOR SALE 1969 model 930
Case tractor. Call after
5, 753-5199.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors. 1 row
with tools. Both for
81.200. See at Duncans
Garage* Phone 753-9981
19. Farm Equipment




c, loaded, asking $3,500.
Ca11,59-436-2495.
ALUMIIVUM BOAT,




and 8 track recorder.
Call 753-9634 after 3:30 p.
m.
NIMBERLY GUITAR, 2
Pickup, 6_ String, elec-
tric. $40.00 or best offer.
Call 753-81167- ,
NORMANDY "Reso-
Tone" B flat Soprano
Clarinet. LeBlanc Co.





















SAY! $10, on 19 in. &rig color
portable T V







terrain motor bike. 80
h.p. outboard. See at No.





base radio with Tuner
Plus Two mike. Call 753-
6614.
GIISON GARDEN tiller,
31/2 h.p., Whirlpool chest
type freezer, 20 ft. 2
years old. air
conditioner, ,window
type, 3 bicycles. Call
753-6200.
NEW CUSTOM made red
wood patio table, $75.00.
Call 753-9431 after 7 p.m.
TWO 20 lb. gas tanks,
$35.00. One 22" Huffy
push mower, 1975
model. $85.00. Call 753-
7756.
60" BENCH SEAT for
Dodge van. Brand new
$35.00. Call 502-436-2495
AIR COMPRESSOR,
farm wagon, large pot
bellied stove, medium
icebox, heavy white iron
bed, springs and mat-
tress. Homelite chain




I season. Call 753-7909.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








PHILCO color T. V:-
and stand. 1½ years old.
$175.00. Call 753-7581
after 4 p. m.
RESPONSIBLE PER-
SON to take up
payments on stereo,
AM-FM radio, phono




T.V. $10.00 month. J & B
Music, Chestnut St
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 55 MOBILE HOME
$1,2 9 5.00. Contact
Howard Pickard Route
1, Dexter, pear the C. T.
Jeffrey Farm.
1965 10 x 50 SKYLINE
trailer. All electric,
furnished, carpeted.
$2,350. Call 753-6796 after
8 p.m.
1970 12 x 60 JETLINER.
94,900.00. Financing - for
responsible people. Call
753-9783.
12 x 79 THREE bedroom,
_2. bath, fully carpeted,
extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5.
12 x 60 WINSTON, 2
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348
or 489-2666.
12 x 60 TRAILER, an-
chored in concrete
foundation. Two air
conditioners, .on lot of
100' by 260', a new well.
Call 492-8195.
10 x 45 TRAILER, $2,300.
Electric stove, $40,00.
Call 489-2748.
1972 HOMETTE 12 x 60,
unfurnished, all electric
house trailer, take over
payments with small
down payment or $3,900




home 12' wide totally
electric) $2,500. Several
'thoice,used homes plus




1968 VICEROY 12 x. 60 2
bedroom, all electric,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer, air con-
ditioner, underpinning,
100 amp service pole.
Call 474-2397 after 4 p
m.
1972 TWO BEDROOM,
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinned, tie
downs. Bargain price.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280.
WE BUY usea mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-11118 or 443-8226. -
1973 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, all house type
furniture, central air, on




28 Heatrhg 8 Cooling
COLD SPOT window air
conditioner. 32,000 BTU.
Call 753-9021 after 4 p.
m. Only 2 years old.
5,000 .BTU AIR con-
ditioner, used one
summer. Call 753-0824
after 5 p.m., 753-8807.
AIR CONDITION sale, 74,,•
Thomas A. Edison 10,000 7:
BTU, $199.95. 17,000.




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
ot:
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM.
2 bath, furnished with
washer, dryer, and air
condition. Summer only,
1115.00 rnbnth. See at A-3
Mobile Home Village,
after 6:30.
31 Want To Rent
MALE, SENIOR
agriculture major
wishes to rent quiet
furnished 1 or 2 bedroom
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e Call Jeff 767-
flings.
AGI 13 THE MURRAY, ay., 11061111L TIMES, Doesden, April 20, 1976
ANDLORDS, young
married couple want to
rent one or 2 bedroom
apartment or house.
immediately Or
beginning with May. For
one year in Murray. Call
after 5. 753-9767
IURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat • anti-
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references.
1JRNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. Also















or 2 bedroom apart-
ment. Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th
FURNISHED ' -APART-




MENT, for 4 students
near University for


















Male and female. Black





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.
28 GALLON aquarium







colors and sex. 4-H









509 S. 6th 2 Br. Brick $14,500.
Retirement or small family home.
317Irvan 2 or 3 Br $19,500.
Fabulous Interior and Extras
803 SOUTH 9th Street,
garage sale, all an-
tiques, walnut, cherry,





















located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Extra nice 11 room, 6 hr. 4
bath, home with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized
lot. Call now, just listed.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
753-7724.
146 ACRES WITH over
1000 feet of frontage on
Barkley Lake, several
extra building sites with
beautiful lake view. This
is a unique opportunity
to own a private
secluded resort for only
6459.00 per acre, total
price $67,000.00. For full
time personal Real
Estate Service, phone







central gas heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting,
fireplace and extra
large carport, very
spacious patio, is per-
fect for casual living.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd-
Majors.
fAhillt 140741
Don't Font this heroism 3
bedroom bnti with Iwo*




This 3 hodrooso tub skins,
With control 'Hr, his
firestioat, city pos. large 70







with built-ins, large out
building, also stran-steel
shop with 10' doors,
large lot. Price reduced,
for $34,000. Call 753-8615.
SHERWOOD FORREST,




house. Deed with cash
$2,400 or will sell on land
contract, $400 down,






land 25 to 85 acres, L'a
mile East of . Kirksey.
Call 489-2434.
NEW THREE bedroom
brick central heat and
air. Built-ins on 12 acres
of good land. Three
miles east of Dexter.
Highway 1346. Price
reduced to $33,000. Call
753-8615.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone









baths, central air and
heat, South 16th. Call
753-0886 by appointment
only.
FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom house, new




BRICK, central air and
heat, garage, patio,
carpet, drapes, ' 1607
Parklane. Call 753-3604.
1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
HONDA 1972 CB100, good
condition. $275.00. Call
489-2595
The MurrayLedger and Times will sponsor during the month of April 1976, a con-
test on small Reader classified ads ran during each week. $10.00 will be given away
each week to the lucky person whose name is drawn. All persons starting a
classified reader ad during the week will have his or her name entered in the con-
test. Drawings will be made on Monday following the week the ads are inserted and
the winner will be notified.
RULES FOR THE CONTEST:
1. All ads must start during the week specified for the drawing.
2. Ads will not be permitted to run over into the next week for contest
drawings.
3. All ads must be paid for prior to claiming the prize money.
4. No employees of The Murray Ledger & Times or their families are eligible to
enter the contests. Winner this week David Fitts, 1509 Sycamore
Call the classified ad section of The Murray Ledger and Times now and enter the
contest. 753-1916 or 753-1917.
1975 YAMAHA RD350,
new with 3300 miles.
6595.00. Two rail bike
trailer. $10090. Call 436-
5570.
1974 YAMAHA ENDURO
street or trail. Call 753-
5201 or 753-0869.
-
1967 CHEVROLET 4 door
Caprice model. Call 753-
4454 after 4 p.m.
1974 DODGE .
CHALLENGER $2,195.'
- 1%1 TR 3 Roadster
convertible. $495.00. Call
436-5570.










and dirt. Call 437-4533,









1974 TRIUMPH TR6, 4 Terry Morgan, 753-2632
speed, air, AM-FM, .or 75376316.
1963 CHEVROLET
pickup truck. Call 492-
8615.
1964 FORD la ton, ex-
cellent condition, good




mags and etc. Good
condition, and Realistic
base or mobile CB with
all equipment. Call 435-
4405.
1974 SL 125 bored out, new 




white. Call 382-2571. ,
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
Honda mini-bike QA50.
Like new. $195.00. Call
753-2958.
HONDA MRI75 Elsinore,
one 1975 model and one
1976 model„Honda XR75




paint, and interior. Call
753-8330.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP,
air, full power, tilt
wheel, tinted glass,
mirrors, radio, new
tires, low mileage. Will
trade. Call 489-2769.
1970 PLYMOUTH
Roadrunner, trailer 7 at




radial tires. Call 753-
6349. $1,350.
1972 VEGA WAGON, V-8,
with turbo, mags,
custom paint. $1,650.
Call 437-4749 after 5.





station wagon. Call 753-
2.598 or 753-6421 after
5.30 p.m
1969 CHRYSLER. Fac-
tory air, power steering,
power brakes, good
mechanical condition.
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
1969 VW Karman Ghia
convertible. 4 speed
transmission, only
15,000 miles on engine
Come take a look at this
fine buy. John
Neubauer, 753-7531




1968 EL CAMINO, sharp
SS396, 4 speed. Call 753-
1972 ToWYT C °ROLA , 2





34mpg, $3,800. Call 753-




steering. Must sell. Call
753-0028.
,1974 MODEL FORD van,
2 seater, $3,300. Call 437-
4692
For Sale
1975 ford 'FM h•91,1 dvt9 6:0•9
wheel boss' mules
power and oirtoolsotR 139/1 00
term Also tot of wood shol.oi
"goo. I lone 535 00 Piton*
753 1575
23=11111
NI CE CAMPER topper
for long wheel base
truck. Phone 492-8580.
20 FT. HI-LO camper.
Self-contained, like new.
Can be seen at Key Used




call after 6. 00 p.m.
LICENSED electrican -
prompt efficient ser-
vice. No job too small.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.







struction Co Route 2.
Box 490A, caducah, Ky.
42001 Phone day or..
night 442-7026.
WOULD LIKE to do farm




interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or







and some yard work
Call 753-1495.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
-753-2310 for free
estimates.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
RACKHOE WORK and
hauling. Sand, dirt, red
and grey gravel. Stump
removal, road building,














0712 - night 901-642-7791
or in Murray, Murray




asphalt coating. 20 per
cent cooler in the
summer time. Call 436-















1, extremely good rates
Call 753-1960.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
WILL BABYSIT in my


















and exterior by the hour
or job Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
MIXED BREED 1,4






- Hot Built-up Roofs
- Wood Shingles
Asphalt Roots
Ilew and 044 Roofs
SHE WAS A SUPER -SPOON, LUXURIOUS Sit P FROM THE
LOW - PRICED 3, WITH AN ALL - NEW PONTIAC SPORTY LOOK
FOR THE YOUTHFUL AND NOUNG IN SA R/ T STANDARD
YOU GOT IN -UNE 6 ENGINE, 3 - SPEED COLUMN SHIFT,
REAR FF-NDER SKIRTS, C LOC K, AND COLOR- MATCHID
INTERIORS. "CERTAINLY!' oPrlows WERE STRAANT
8 ENGINE, DUAL-RANGE HYDRAMATIC, RADIO, HEATER,
LEATHER INTERIORS, E1ACK- UP LIGHTS. NO OUTSIDE
MIRRORS HER SILVER STREAK STA, I NG IS STILL AS
BEAUTIFUL AS IT WAS THEN . OVER 10 YEARS AGO
SPECIFICATIONS s ENGINE- L- REND b, 138 Cu. N. 102 81-4R
L- i4EAD STR 8, 257 Cu. 122 fR4P, WEIGHT 3682.
PERRAMANCE. (8CYL) 0-50 AI /14 SEC, TOP SPEE 0 92
AVERAGE FU EL MILEAGE - IS MPG.
VALUES tosz eFricE $ 2, 640, TocAv (4l-'41)42,800 •
&AV ,1.",.;:,;41,1411141k4 Ca=g4lErctif,11.2•:,,  VO
The Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry Key
Tuesday. April 27, 1976 at 10:00 a. m. COST., surplus property accumulated
by the renovation of the Hotel and a few cottages at Kenlake State Resort Park
consisting of doors, metal window frames, light fixtures, commodes, medicine
cabinets, lavoratories, duct work, electric heaters, metal cabinets, box springs,
mattresses, lamps, tables and other items too numerous to mention will be
disposed of by the Department of Parks at Kenlake State Resort Park. one mile
North of U. S. 68 and 80 of Aurora, Kentucky. Sale will be made to the highest
and best bidder and the Department of Parks reserves the right to reject any
bid. Terms of the sale are cash, certified check or cashier's check. For other in-
formation please call Kenlake State Resort Park 474-2211 Inspection of proper-





Funerals Dry Weather Sets Stage For




borther of Mrs. Nell Samson
of Murray, died Sunday at
Jefferson Hospital, Pine Bluff,
Ark. He was 76 years of age
and a retired Graves County
farmer.
Survivors are three sons,
Rev. George Gardner of
Graves County, Fred Gardner
of Louisville, and Gene
Gardner of Shelbyville; two
daughters, Mrs. Mattie
Sturdivant and Mrs. Margaret
Sturdivant of Pine Bluff, Ark.;
one brother,Rodell Gardner
of Dade City, Fla.; one sister;
Mrs. Nell Stimson of Murray;
eleven grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Jack Doom officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Carroll, Russell, and Buddy
Sturdivant, Ronnie and
Donnie Gardner, and Paul
Richardson. Burial will be in













This year's school will have
the theme, "Made In God's
Image," will be held from
June 21-25, and will be open to
all children of the area.
Two Positions Open
With Senior Citizens
Two positions with the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are now open,
according to Alan Blaustein,
director. They are for a cook-
manager position, and for a
parttime bus driver.
Applications can be picked
up at the office, located at 1620
West Main Street, Murray, or
call 753-0929 for information.
On the applications for bus





The Wranglers. Riding Club
will meet Thursday, April 22,
at 730 p.m. at the club
grounds for the regular
monthly business meeting.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Radio Auction Will
Be Shown On TV 11
A radio auction will be
shown on Channel 11 TV on
Wednesday, April 21, from
seven a.m. to midnight with
Gary Roedemeier as host for
the event.
Items, donated by local
merchants, will be auctioned,
and all proceeds will go to the
MSU Television.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.2, down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.8, up 0.2.
Sunset 6:35. Sunrise 5:16.
Moon rises 12:17 a.m.
Tuesday, sets 10:38 p.m.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Unseasonably dry weather set
the stage for more than 150
forest fires throughout the
state over the weekend. The
lack of rain increases the
chance for additional fires, a
state forestry official says.
"We've had no rain for over
seven days," Harry Nadler,
director of the Forestry
Divisioa of the State Depar-
tment for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protec-
tion, said Monday. "It's a very
serious situation."
He said lack of ram, the low
humidity at this time of year,
and the extreme dryness of,
the dead leaves, hwritiS 
'ridother ground litter turns the
wooded lands into potential
tinderboxes.
Fires burn deep and are
difficult to extinguish because
of the ground cover, Nadler
said, and the high winds that
have sprung up each af-
ternoon have helped spread
the flames over large areas.
Fire has blackened 5,648
acres throughout the state this
year, with most of the damage
concentrated in seven eastern
Kentucky counties, Nadler
said.
Of the 162 fires reported
across the state over the
weekend, 117 of them were in
eastern Kentucky, Nadler
-said. The most Serious was a
300-acte fire-in-Knott Cotmty,
he said.
Most of the fires on state-
owned or private land we!,
the result of "just Ow::
carelessness," Nadler sal:
such as untended campfires
careless debris burning.
Others were deliberatel
set. "A lot of people just like tu.,
see a forest burn," he said.
Nadler said the Forestry
Division, working with High-
way Department crews and
student help, had brought the
fires under control "Monday
for the most part."
In the Daniel Boone
National Forest, where 11
fires raged over the weekend,
the situation was also under
control, but U.S. Forest
Service-, officials said --the-
danger oUitre1 still im-
minent. No rain is forecast
before Wednesday, they said
Pilots Petition Government
To Ban Smoking In Cockpit
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
group of commercial airline
pilots and two public-interest
organizations petitioned the
federal government today to
ban smoking in the cockpit as
a "particular hazard in
aviation."
The petition to the Federal
Aviation Administration also
requested a government rule
prohibiting smoking by any
flight crew member_within
eight hours of take-off.
A report accompanying the
petition said smoking in the
cockpit, by the pilot or any
other crew member,
"significantly interferes with
the physical and mental
abilities airline pilots need to
operate at maximum per-
formance levels.
An airline pilot who
smokes during or before a
flight thus is not merely
choosing to poison himself, but
he is also endangering the
lives of possibly hundreds of
other people."
The petition was submitted
by Ralph Nader's Health
Research Group, the Aviation
Consumer Action Project and
the -Airline Pilots Committee
of 76" representing 76 pilots
from Eastern, United, Con-
 g 4faiti,et
•
Prices of stork of kcal liagrat at aim
fErYT tcday furnished Si Ilbe WIN it
Ilmes by Fut 11 Aticligts, Org , at
Murray are as fullows
US Homes  164 tate
Kaufman & Broad I% -%
Pmderoaa Systems le% +14
Kumberty aart 41/96 +Ns
Umon Carta& T1 +IS
W R. Gran* aPh -ffik
•+%




Jun Wanting.- 4014 +%
Kim\  1614 +14
57% +IS
Franklin Mint  34% +114
Cisney
Pn,yis of strcks of kcal interest et soon
toy fir tutted to the Ladger & times by




Ashland Oil 27% -HS
A T & T 511% +14
Ford MS +86
Gen Motors 70% +99
Gen Tire 11% -44
Goodnch 216% 404
Gulf Oil 5114 +44
Pennwalt 13% +14
Quaker Oats IPS +1













Effects on Airline Pilot
Performance," was prepared
by the Health Research
Group.
Carbon monoxide in tobacco
smoke, magnified by high-
altitude flying, impairs the
performance of crew mem-
bers, the report said.
"The major impaired
abilities include visual acuity,
visual brightness threshhold,
reaction time to visual and
auditory stimuli, vigilance,
psychomotor coordination,
manual dexterity and ability
to make judgments and take
action under stress," it said.
Even the pilot who cities not
smoke may experience eye
and throat irritation,
headaches and nausea if
others around him smoke, the
report said.
More than 70 per cent of the
767 United Airlines pilots who
responded to a recent survey
expressed apposition to
smoking in the cockpit, the
petition to the FAA said, and
more than 80 per cent believed
that their own health was
jeopardized by others who
Men's Style Show At
Southwest Saturday
The Men's Style Show will
be held at Southwest
Elementary School on
Saturday, April 24, at 7:30 p.
m.
Refreshments will be served
at intermission and the public




The Alpha Mu Pledge Class
of Sigma Sigma Sigma of
Murray State University will
sponsor a slave week during
the last two weeks of the
spring semester, April 25 to
May 8.
Any type of yard work or
household work will be done
by the class members and
persons may call 767-2107 or
767-2715 for information
smoke.
Yet, although the govern-
ment has given commerci,i!
passengers the right to choos,
seats in no-smoking area-
aboard planes, the non-
smoking pilot does not hav ,




Kentucky will get $10.9 million
in federal funds to "continue
public-service job program.,
in high unemployment areas




week cleared the way for a $ .2
billion appropriation for the-
Comprehensive Employment
Training Act (CETA
The program affects area
with unemployment rate,
exceeding 6.5 per cent.
Kentucky areas receiving
continuation appropriations
are as follows: Kenton.
$563,457; Louisville $1,446,853
Blue Grass Manpower Con-





will go to the state.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
April TO. 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Art. 579 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts fully 1.00 lower Sows 1 CO lower
US 1-2 200-230 Ibis $47 25-47.50
some 47 75
US 1-3000-240 its $47 00-47.25
US 2-4240-390 Its 040 00-47.00
US 3-4000-380 51s. $45.0046.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 03900-40.00
US 14 300401Ths. 03950-40.50
US 14 4110111111 $40 50-41.50
US 2-3 306660 Hag 03800-0000
Boars 32(043 00 tew 35.00
The Black Death iBubonic
plague) hit Venice, rapidly
spreading to the rest of Europe
in 1349. An estimated one-fourth
of the European population was
killed.
In 1784 the Massachusetts Su-
preme Court outlawed slavery
because of the words in the
state Bill of Rights, -all men
are born free and equal "
Mothers' Milk Reported To
Be Contaminated With DDT
CHICAGO i AP) — Medical
researchers in Tennessee say
they have found high levels of
DDT in the milk of poor
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
Southern black women, more
than three years after use of
the pesticide was prohibited.
The mothers' milk con-
tained DDT concentrations
nearly 10 times greater than
the World Health Organization
limit for cow's milk, the
researchers said in the April
issue of the American Journal
of Diseases of Children,
published by the American
Medical Association.
The researchers — Bennie
T. Woodard of Meharry
Metical College and Drs.
Bruce B. Ferguson and David
J. Wilson of Vanderbilt
University — sampled the
milk of 38 black women in
poverty areas of Bolivar
County, Miss., and Lee
County, Ark. They, compared
it with the milk of 14 white,
urban, middleclass women
living in metropolitan Nash-
ville in April 1974.
The use of DDT was banned
by the federal government
beginning Jan. 1.1973.
The researchers point out
that there are no known cases
in which infants have suffered
damage from consuming DDT
in milk.
DDT is stored in human fat
tissue and its effects on human
health have not been
determined yet by scientists.
But it has been found to in-
crease the death rate of
newborn rats nursing on milk
contaminated with it.
Among the black women,
DDT concentrations averaged
447 parts per billion, with a
range of 59 to 1,900, the
researchers said. Among the
white women tested, the
averege was 75 parts, with a
range of 25 to 133.
"The difference in the DDT
concentrations in the two
populations indicates that
rural lowincome blacks are
still highly contaminated with
pesticides, even 'though the
general use of DOT has been
banned," the researchers
wrote.
They urged other resear-
chers to do a Systematic stud)
of the rural black women to
try to determine if infants are
affected by DDT con-
centrations in human mint.
If you are building a new home or remodeling,
GE has a wonderful building plan for your contractor





ci-Lizrr) CO2137 =CD =CD
(59 















• Jam Freeing Design








• Permanent Oiled Bearings.
JV620 Wit C
MAIO
-e - A.. X
JN63,
Simple, Easy Finance Terms at Bank Rates
Murray Appliance Co.
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